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Editorial: An Editor's
New Year's Resolutions

Each year people look back on the past and resolve to do things that will
make the new year more positive, productive, and meaningful. As your
editor, I have some resolutions, too, although I hope that, by making them
public, I won't be held to them any longer than most-say an issue or two.

RESOLVED: To shake articles about the reproduction and preservation
of library materials out of the trees. It seems authors in these areas are so
busy working that they rarely take time to write about it, or, if they do
write, they send their output to specialized periodicals. Please write more,

readers with useful and important information and opportunities to assess
ideas and issues. Two features currently under consideration include a re-
sources and technical services history column and a resources and techni-
cal services standards column. Suggestions for other columns are wel-
come, too.

RESOLVED: To slow down my knee-jerk reactions to events over
which I have no control (such as the formation of RASD's CODES) and to
take a more sanguine view of professional progress.

RESOLVED: To involve more people in the production of ZRI^S. Many
people, as a glance at our masthead and the "Partial List of Referees"
(elsewhere in this issue) show, contribute to the production of this journal.
Authors. columnists. and advertisers do. too. Our combined talents and
efforts make ZRZ^S what it is. We relish the idea of expanding that pool of
talent, intellect, and energy to bring you an ever more enjoyable and valu-
able ZRZS.

RESOLVED: To speed the appearance of many valuable articles now in
the publication queue by adding pages as our finances permit. This is the
biggest challenge ahead in 1989. We want to bring you the most informa-
tion we can cram between our covers attractively, in as timely a manner as
possible. The enormous strides made by the division in 1988 in overcom-
ing the deficit and moving into a healthy financial status (see Marion
Reid's division annual report, elsewhere in this issue) should mean a splen-
did new year for each and every RTSD member through all our activities-
conference, programming, and publications. This editor is pledged to help
maximize the effectiveness of ZRIS to all our members and nonmember
readers.-Sheila S. Intner, Editor.
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. r  /  t atnteracuon:
Letters to the Editor

specialties. . . .- 
The assumption on the part of library schools that only catalogers need to

understand cataloging and classification is to be deplored.

From Dennis Stephens, University of Alaska, Fairbanks: (copy of a letter
addressed to Gail A. Schlachter, president-elect, RASD.)

I've been involved in acquisitions and collection development as a mem-
ber of RTSD for over 15 y-ears. When I received my ALA annual renewal
notice and saw that RASD had established a collection development and
evaluation section I was puzzled, since this area of librarianship had from
all appearances nested comfortably in RTSD.

It iankled a bit that I had to join a new division, but I signed up with
RASD, thinking there must be a reasonable explanation for this. . . .

I've not come across any information that justifies this duplication
across division lines. The one issue of RQ I've received was not helpful.
The January/March MSD Update mentioned the section's organizing
plans and included draft bylaws including the statement that the section
would "represent the interests of Reference and Adult Service Division
members working in collection development ahd evaluation, " and "main-
tain liaison with existing ALA units which have related concerns."

RTSD's responsibilities, as shown in the ALA Handbook of Organiza-
tion, include "development and coordination of the country's library re-
sources; and those areas of selection and evaluation involved in the acqui-
sition of library materials and pertinent to the development of library
resources. "

Further, "RTSD has specific responsibility for . . . Synthesis of activi-
ties of all units within the ALA that have a bearing on the type of activity
represented. "
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As Intner wrote in her editorial, "Save us from believing we discovered
a great new invention-the wheel. ."

Editor's reply:
Right on!

publication. . . .

Editor's reply:
Thank you for the correction. Published reports are not always clear,

seeming to be written by the speakers themselves.

From Michael Gorman, California State University, Fresno: -
I was surprised to read the following in Janet swan Hill's otherwise ex-

cellent suriey of the year's work in descriptive cataloguing (32, no'
3:208):

mantic, and procedural.
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in particular.
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From Norman Horrocks, Scarecrow Press: (copy of a letter addressed to

to a hard disk and the indexing for the documentation has been much
strengthened.

Editor's reply:
Thus spake the user! We are happy to note that Scarecrow Press pays

attention to criticisms from the freld iid look forward to seeing version 5.0
when it is in distribution.
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f,xperience counts in authority
I 

'rcontrol. And if your library is
choosing a vendor to apply authority
control to your MARC reconls before you
put them online, consider the following:
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automated authority control edits.
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able subject authority data in 1973; and
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MARC databases since LC began issu-
ing machine readable name authority
data in 1982. In addition, we were first
to offer library specific authority frles for
loading into online systems. Our staff of
authority control editors has combined
experience of over 33 years, and applies
manual corrections to your bibliographic
records where the automated system
stops.

Blackwell is interested in your proj-
ect, and will deliver pmfessional service
on schedule.
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For more information on authority control
for your library, contact Blackwell's au-
thorities on authority control at the ad-
dress below.

Trchnical Sbnices Division
BI.ITCKWELL NORTH A.ITIERICA, INC.

6o24 S.W. Jean Road, Building G
lake Oswego, OR 97034

Phorre toll-fra (80O\ A7-e26
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A Partial List of Referees

Referees contribute their time and expert knowledge to ensure that the
research reported in ZRZ^S is relevant, significant, accurate, and well exe-
cuted. They do this without remuneration but not without the appreciation
ofauthors, readers, and this editor. The following people have served or
agreed to serve as expert referees for LRZS. It is, necessarily, an open-
ended list to which new names are added continuouslv.-Ed.
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John Attig, Pennsylvania State University
Lawrence W. S. Auld, University of lllinois at Urbana-Champaign
Marcia Bates, University of California, Los Angeles
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Mark Kovacic. University of Cincinnati
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Alfred H. Lane, retired
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William McGrath, State University of New York, Buffalo
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Francis Miksa, University of Texas, Austin
Joseph Z. Nitecki, State University of New York at Albany
Lorraine Olley, Indiana University
Nancy B. Olson, Mankato State University
Patricia G. Oyler, Simmons College
Marcia J. Pankake, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis
Glenn Patton. OCLC
Jack Pontius, Pennsylvania State University
Mary Reichel, University of Arizona
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The North American Collections
Inventory Project: Implications
for the Future of Coordinated
Management of Research Collections

David Farrell and Jutta Reed-Scott

The Association of Research Libraries, working with the Research Li-
braries Group, Inc., began the Nonh American Collections Inventory
Project in July 1983 as a cooperative effon n develop an online inven-
tory of research library collections. During the years between 1983 and
1988, participation in the project has steadily increased. These years
mark the passage through a crucial stage: development of tools and re-
sources and establisfunent of the general requirements, policies, and
procedures governing panicipation. They also set the stage for develop-
ing new strategies to strengthen Nonh American research resources and
for shapingfuture directions.This progress report loolcs at what was ac-
complished and explores the essential implications for the future of coor-
dirnted mrrrurgement of research collections.

,r1
|. he origins of the North American Collections Inventory Project

(NCIP) can be traced to the increasing complexity of managing research
collections begirming in the late 1970s. Academic and research libraries
were confronting major challenges in building, maintaining, organizing,
and preserving scholarly resources. The proliferation of publications, the
development of new technologies, the decreased purchasing power of the
dollar, and the accelerated changes in educational programs had dimin-
ished the capacity of individual research libraries to provide adequately for
the expanding information needs of scholars, faculty, and students. The
tasks of preserving millions of brittle research materials and of providing
access to materials through the creation of machine-readable cataloging
had also become urgent needs. Widespread agreement developed that the

David Farrell is Associate Dean, Collection Management, at Indiana University Libraries.
Jutta Reed-Scott is Collection Development Specialist, Association of Research Libraries,
Washington, D.C.

The authors wish to express their appreciation to Shidey Echelman, Executive Director,
ARL; Jeffrey J. Gardner, Associate Director, ARL Office of Management Studies; and
Mary Jane Starr, CARL Conspectus Coordinator, National Library of Canada.
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research library community must take steps to coordinate local collection
management (i. e. , selectioir and acquisitiohs of and provision of access to,
mater"ials) and ptese*ation activiti6s within a national (and international)
cooperative framework.

But charting a course ofaction depe
tions, Who collects what? How stronl
current collecting policy? A reliable
national standard appeared to be a r
questions. The RLG Conspectus-a s1
tion assessment comparis6n-offered a means by which this could be ac-
complished.

The conspectus builds on a long history of efforts to developgn inven-
tory of research collections. Imp-ortant antecedents were the efforts that
stailed in the 1970s in the collecfion development committees of the ALA
Resources and Technical Services Divisioh. Another significant model
was the collection evaluation project at Columbia University. Bl't it was
the Collection Management and Development Committee of the Research
Libraries Group, Ind. GLG), that play-ed a catalytic 1919 a1d guided, in
1979, the initial design of the conspeCtus. Gwinn and Mosher described
RLG;s efforts to develop this tool foi "mapping collection strengths, " and
as described therein, the conspectus provides a standardized p_rocedure
anO terminotogy for itt*ing O"l"iled dbscripions of research coilections.'
Using the Libr";ry of Congr?ss classification scheme GCq) as-a structure,
libraiians appli numeriial codes to identify six levels of collection
strensth ana ilpnaUetical codes to describe language coverage. The de-
tailed'descripti6ns of collection strengths and weaknessesof participating
libraries arb available through an-online database-the Conspectus
Online-and in offline products.

Of equal importanceio the developmen! of the North American inven-
tory were initiatives of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL). In
1961, ARL,s Task Force on Collection Development began considering
ways to encourage and support a national effort for coordination and.c1t9p-
eraiion in colleciion deveibpment. The result was a proposal that ARL's
membership extend the conspectus approach to other major research li
braries.

To test the feasibility of expanding the RLG inventory, in 19_8_l the task
force initiated apilotpioject in fiveARLlibraries that were not RLG mem-
bers: Cincinnati, Notl:e Dame, Manitoba, Iowa State, and Wisconsin. The
five libraries completed collection assessments for threeconspectus divi-
sions and demonstrated that the RLG Conspectus could be an effective
framework for analyzing collections on a national scale. The test also re-
vealed difficulties iri the-methodology: some were due to the developmen-
tal nature of the conspectus and some were due to the expansion g{qhe plo-
ject beyond RLG's confines and structure. Some of these difficulties-continue 

to vex librarians today, including the limitations of LCC for de-
scribing collections in the sciences and interdisciplinary fields; the con-
cern ab-out the subjectivity of collection assessments and the lack of a quan-
tifiabte approach-; and ihe difficulties of defining the "universe" of
publications.
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To address these problems, it was decided to develop additional docu-
mentation and training resources. In addition, revision and completion of
conspectus work sheets was seen as critical to the success of the project.

These activities culminated in February 1983 with the ARL Board of
Directors' decision to endorse a three-phase implementation plan for the
National Collections Inventory Project (later designated "North Ameri-
can" to recognize the participation of ARL's Canadian members) or
NCIP.'

The thrusts of the plan are a series of interrelated activities as follows:

Phase 1, July-December 1983
o Develop detailed technical and process manuals.
o Design training program and other resources for bibliographers.

Phase 2, January-December 1984
o Field test the manual at three ARL libraries.
o Field test training materials.
o Revise project materials on basis of experience.

Phase 3, July 1985-July 1988
o Select and train fifteen collection development librarians as NCIP

consultants.
o Develop a conspectus materials distribution center.
. Promote uses of NCIP data for cooperative programs.

As the cornerstone of a North American cooperative effort, NCIP's
long-term goal is to develop an online inventory of research collections
that will strengthen coordinated management of research collections and
help to determine shared responsibilities for these vital resources.

Dnvm,opunxrAl PHASE: Julv-DncBuBER 1983

ARL's Office of Management Studies (OMS), with RLG's cooperation,
began NCIP Phase 1 in July 1983 and appointed the joint ARL-RLG NCIP

ing sample sections of the conspectus, and, above all, provides an opportu-
nity for participants to develop a common understanding of the materials
and approach and to discuss issues and concerns relating to collection man-
agement and cooperation.

Tnsr PnnsE: 1984
The Office of Management Studies carried out Phase 2 in L984 with

funding from the Lilly Endowment and additional support from three ARL
test libraries. The intent of the second phase was to test, develop, and re-
fine the tools and resources developed in Phase I before introducing them
to the members of ARL who would participate. The three ARL libraries
were Indiana University (alarge, public institution with a full range of
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graduate and professional programs and library collections of 4 million
volumes managed by thirty-six specialists); the University of Notre Dame
(a private Catholic institution with a more limited range of programs and
library collections of 1.5 million volumes managed by three full-time bib-
liographers and fifteen part-time librarians); and Purdue University (a
public land grant institution with strong progr:rms in science, technology,
and agriculture and library collections of 1.5 million volumes managed by
twenty-five librarians with collection development responsibilities).
These libraries provided an opportunity not only to test the manual and
training resources but to test approaches to statewide coordination in a di-
verse environment. Finally, the planners assumed that the NCIP inventory
would hold interest for non-ARL libraries with significant research collec-
tions. Accordingly, another objective of this phase was to develop a meth-
odology for identiffing such collections."

Phase 2 contributed to the developing national effort by testing and re-
vising the technical and procedural manual and training program and fur-
nishing practical experience in learning a standard methodology for collec-
tion assessment and applying the results to decisions for cooperative
collection development.

Phase 2 also played a critical role in determining the relationship be-
tween ARL and RLG in regard to conspectus development and participa-
tion. The organizations signed an agreement defining ownership, use of,
and access to conspectus data; management of the database; and pricing.
Another section of the agreement clarified governance of the conspectus
development process. Since 1983, non-RLG NCIP librarians have partici-
pated in the development of the conspectus through representation on the
RLG Task Force on Conspectus Analysis, which is responsible for devel-
oping the conspectus and its associated tools. As a result, close coopera-
tion between ARL and RLG has developed. Building and improving the
conspectus became a cooperative endeavor.

TRANSTTION

The years 1984 and 1985 marked the transition to full-scale implementa-
tion of NCIP. ARL libraries in California and in the Southeast began col-
lection inventories using NCIP conspectus methodology, and their experi-
ence contributed to further refinement of the project. An irnportant lesson
learned was the need for organizational support to assist bibliographers in
the local library and to advance cooperative efforts. Another finding was
the need for continued development and modification of the conspectus.

Early in 1984, the University of California (UC) Libraries developed a
two-phased plan for implementing NCIP. Seven UC libraries that had not
already completed the conspectus (Irvine, Los Angeles, Riverside, San
Diego, San Francisco, Santa Barbara and Santa Cruz) selected three con-
spectus subject divisions for coordinated completion for the first phase and
five for the second phase. (Berkeley and Davis, as RLG members, had pre-
viously completed the inventory.) Systemwide coordination of the project
came under the general responsibility of the University's Collection De-
velopment Committee.

One useful innovation of the UC project was the appointment of sys-
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temwide teams for each conspectus division, which include one person
from each campus participating in NCIP. The concept of teams was de-
rived from the successful experience of UC's first phase in which selectors
from various campuses gained much from working together. In addition to
identifying common methodological approaches, the teams review work
sheets and develop strategies for using conspectus data for cooperative col-
lection management.'

A second regional effort began in fall 1984 when a consortium of south-
eastern ARL libraries endorsed participation in NCIP to advance coopera-
tive collection development in the region. While several institutions com-
pleted one or more conspectus divisions, progress overall was limited by
the lack of staff resources and the absence of effective organizational sup-
port for the effort. Participants concluded from this experience that suc-
cessful cooperative activity requires strong local commitment by the col-
lection development librarians and directors. Of equal importance are
realistic project goals that are controlled to keep in step with local capabili-
ties and that reflect shared understanding ofcosts and long-term benefits of
cooperative collection management.

Early in 1986, library directors of the southeastern consortium took a
hard look at the limited participation and refocused efforts to build a re-
gional cooperative collection development program. Several Southeastern
ARL libraries are proceeding with NCIP under a reorganization plan es-
tablishing smaller working groups by geographic proximity or common
subject interests with a long-term schedule.

The results of these diverse projects led to further planning during 1984
and early 1985 for full-scale implementation of NCIP in Phase 3.

NCIP PrHsn 3: 1985-88

By mid-1985, thegroundworkwas laid andtheprocess of extending par-
ticipation in NCIP began. This phase, funded by the Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation, aimed to implement NCIP in research libraries throughout
North America. Initial activities focused on developing trainers to work
with bibliographers and selectors in libraries undertaking conspectus as-
sessments. ARL Office of Management Studies' staff trained fifteen col-
lection development librarians to provide assistance to libraries planning
andorganizing conspectus projects." OMS also established a materials dis-
tribution center to make work sheets and other conspectus resources avail-
able to NCIP participants, and the first issue of NCIP News, a newsletter,
appeared in January 1986 to carry information to participants and others
interested in the conspectus process.'

In cooperation with RLG, work continued to complete the conspectus
and to prepare additional tools. Two important refinements are supple-
mentary guidelines and verification studies. Supplementary guidelines ex-
pand the standard collecting level definitions to provide subject-specific
guidelines. Typically, they give an overview of the nature of the literature
supporting a broad field, such as medicine or chemistry, and suggest ap-
propriate standard guides, bibliographies, and periodical indexes together
with "benchmarks" (percentages of holdings from these tools) that should
be met at specific collecting levels.
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brary of Canada, CARL, and ARL. Another was establishing regional
working groups to enhance communication and to lay the foundation for
cooperative collection development programs utilizing the conspectus
data.

To support the development of the Canadian inventory, adapting RLG
and NCIT materials were necessary-including more detailed coverage in
the conspectus for Canadian history, literature, and law-and drafting lan-
guage codes that reflect the bilingual status of French and English in Can-
ada. In addition, the NCIP manual and conspectus work sheets were trans-
lated into French.

The conspectus data for Canadian libraries will reside in a Canadian
database; however, data for the fourteen ARL libraries in CARL will also
be input into the Conspectus Online. While modeled on RLG's Conspectus
Online, the Canadian inventory will have several important differences,
including fully bilingual capability and enhanced searching, using a menu-
or command-driven mode. The system was scheduled to be fully opera-
tional in the first quarter of 1987.'

PACIFIC NOnITWNST

uses expanded collecting level codes originated by librarians in Alaska (a
similar set of modified codes developed by librarians in Indiana has been
endorsed by RLG for use assessing nonresearch collections).

CoNsprCtuS IN EUROPE

A more recent development is the implementation of the conspectus ap-
proach in several European countries. The British Library already has re-
viewed its own collections within the conspectus framework and is explor-
ing the feasibility of a United Kingdom conspectus. A consortium of
eleven Scottish research libraries, including tFe National Library of Scot-
land, have embarked on a one-year conspectus project. Other European
countries currently investigating the feasibility of using the conspectus or
conducting pilot projects include the Netherlands, Sweden, and France.
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NCIP RESULTS

The activities described thus far have traced the transition fromplanning
to implementation as the RLG initiative expanded into a North American
(and now European as well) collections inventory. While RLG's purpose
was to foster collaboration in collection development, cataloging, an6
preservation of research resources among RLG member libraries, NCIP
extended the process to the ARL membership as well as to Canadian and
European libraries.

To build the international online inventory of research collections is a
complex undertaking that will continue for many years. But the ground-
work has been laid by RLG and ARL, and sufficient experience has accu-
mulated to evaluate NCIP's initial results and benefits on the basis of its
objectives.

The basic objectives of NCIP were identified in the plan developed by
the ARL Task Force on Collection Development in 1983. The following
eight "rationales" endorsed then by the ARL Board of Directors arc the
basis for the authors' evaluation.

1. To describe the current and changing configuration of collection
strengths in North American libraries (with the potential to expand
internationally), contributing to the assurance of national coverage
and the identification of lacunae.

In the broadest sense, this goal is well along the road to achievement.
According to the 1986 ARL survey, 85 percent of the membership, includ-
ing the major Canadian research libraries, is participating in NCIP or plans
to in the near future.

Adoption of the project by CARL and the work of the National Library
all but assured that NCIP's impact will be felt in libraries at all levels
throughout Canada. Moreover, the expansion to Europe is already under-
way. For the first time, research collection strengths are being described
so that libraries can consider local collecting patterns within a continental
(and eventually international) framework.

2. To serve as the basis for cooperative collection development pro-
grams and for distribution of responsibility for collecting, catalog-
ing, and preserving materials, both nationally and regionally.

The progress of NCIP described elsewhere indicates a basis for coopera-
tive collection management locally, regionally, and nationally, although
the results have been uneven. NCIP has enhanced national cooperative ef-
forts by introducing collection development librarians throughout the
country to a standard methodology for inventorying and evaluating their
collections.

NCIP has also played an important role in advancing cooperative collec-
tion management efforts on a regional basis. A case in point is the use of
conspectus data in strengtheningsystemwide coordination among the Uni-
versity of California Libraries. '' A key component of this program is the
involvement of subject selectors from individual campuses in reviewing
composite data and determining coordinated policies. Another case in-
volves the Music Library Association, who, together with members of
RLG's Music Progtam Committee, developed the music division of the
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conspectus. This division includes a comPlete subject-by-subject line
shelflist measurement, and planning is underway to utilize the OCLC data-
base.

self cannot create it.
The question remains why the national cooperative environment doesn't

appear to have been greatly improved by implementation of NCIP. A na-
tional cooperative policy is difficult to implement because it requires that
collection development librarians, working in diverse environments and in
many cases without the support of the faculty, substantially change their

impact of NCIP may be the most important. For participating librarians, the
project affords the opportunity to work with bibliographers at other institu-
tions and to create a web of informal, ad hoc agreements that are the essential
conditions for coordinated collection management programs.

3. To serve as an interlibrary loan and public service referral tool, both

the request.
While there are practical difficulties to overcome, it appears that this

rationale has not been properly tested. Ways must be found to publicize the
potential of the conspectus for reference services and to provide educa-
tional tools to public service librarians.
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4. To provide a consistent tool for the development of institutional col-
lection development policies.

The most successful application of the conspectus has been on the local
level, and, as the 1986 ARL survey demonstrates, the conspectus-both as
an analytical tool and a methodology for learning effective standard collec-
tion assessment practices-has stimulated the drafting of collection devel-
opment policies in a number of libraries, including Brown University,
Dartmouth College, Indiana University, the University of Oklahoma,
University of Virginia, and UC-Berkeley. Librarians in these institutions
discovered that, once the conspectus assessments were completed, a major
pan of thefu local policy had been drafted.

A corollary benefit is the closer analysis of the distribution of collection
management responsibilities among different library units. In multiunit li-
brary systems the conspectus data provide a composite map of collecting
patterns within the library system. Several institutions have found that con-
spectus assessments not only aid in understanding how collections in the
main library relate to those in departmental or branch libraries but also
identiff areas of overlapping collection responsibilities. The conspectus
can help look more closely at the institution's collection management pro-
gram, resolve conflicting policies, and coordinatelocal collection activi-
ties more effectively.

provide a sound basis for training new collection development librarians.
For more experienced librarians, the conspectus apparatus provides a solid
foundation for comparable and verifiable collection evaluation. The same
data provide information for a librarian speaking to those outside the li-
brary about collection strengths and priorities.

5. Serve as communication device for indicating changes in collection
development policies, locally, regionally, and nationally, and pro-
vide the capability to monitor North American collection develop-
ment.

Concerning the objective of developing the conspectus as a tool for com-
municating with teaching faculty, administrators, and outside funding
agencies, it has demonstrated its usefulness. By presenting standardized,
comparative values, the conspectus provides a systematic basis for com-

tation) processes.
6. To provide the capability to link collection policy to processing and
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preservation priorities, institutionally as well as by region or nation-

lection.

OSSTACLNS AND CHALLENGES

Although many collection development librarians have found the p-ro-
cess of making conspectus assessments a valuable experience in and of it-
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self, .not surprisingly they have encountered some obstacles along the
way.'o These center on three areas: the incomplete conspectus apparatus,
methodological concerns, and the assessment approach.

A major difficulty throughout the NCIP process has been the incom-
pleteness of the conspectus apparatus. The conspectus has about 7,000
subject descriptors, but three LC schedules (A, U, and V) have not been
completed. Moreover, several major divisions drafted early in the devel-
opment of the conspectus history, sociology, economics, political
science-are undergoing extensive revision. The supplemental guidelines,
too, have developed slowly. They are essential to the establishment of a
uniform approach to applying the assessment values and are particularly
needed by librarians new to the conspectus. One problem, of course, was
the lack of librarians sufficiently experienced in conspectus work to draft
or review a division or its supplemental guidelines. With more librarians
participating in the work, it is expected that the basic apparatus will be
completed more rapidly.

While problems relating to conspectus documentation are temporary,
more persistent difficulties with the conspectus center on methodological
issues: Is the LC classification schedule's alphanumeric scheme and sub-
ject descriptor terminology adequate for the purpose? How objective are
participants' judgments?'' In addition, information on who uses the con-
spectus, how it is used, and how often is scanty, even from the RLG institu-
tions that conceived it and applied it for the longest time.

All librarians working with the conspectus have encountered problems
relating to structure and limitations of the Library of Congress classifica-
tion system. Some problems relate to the specific breakdown of the LC
classification, which may apqar too broad or too detailed when applied to
an individual collection. Other problems result from treatment of specific
subjects that are either inadequately represented or scattered among differ-
ent sections of the classification. Cases in point are special collections
(nonprint formats, rare books, realia, etc.) and multidisciplinary collec-
tions (area studies, women's studies, etc.).

No single, perfect scheme exists, and the LC classification is one of the
"most wiaety recognized standards nationally."'' Nevertheless, its awk-
wardness in the conspectus leaves some librarians floundering.

Librarians experience difficulty using the conspectus approach to col-
lection assessment. Unlike previous collection development policies, the
conspectus requires them to think in a new way. First, they must describe
their collections in terms of the "universe" of publications and scholarly
information; secondly, they must assess their collections in the context of a
common standard, using newly developed symbols and definitions. The
process ofassigning a "universal standard" is radical because it is at odds
with the cherished concept that every collection is unique and exists unto
itself for a special local population; it is hard work to assume a global view
and assign a standard value unless one has experience, confidence, and
objective data; and there is an obvious implication that the results may re-
quire changing collection priorities and responsibilities.

The most critical challenge is to develop strategies to foster coordination
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source allocation and coordination. The challenge remains to us to provide
"adequate national coverage of significant research resources" through
collabbrative, distributed collectioi management.'o
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Back to the Future:
A Personal Statement
on Collection Development in an
Information Culture

Erwin K. Welsch

During the 1970s, collection develapment librarians were beset by the
combinedimpact of increasedprtces, new definitions of thewordsinfor-
mation and resources, and other factors they did not control. The use of
computer technology can affect collection development impornntly and
enable selectors and other subject specialists to tqke advqntage ofnew
opportunities to become proactive participants in an information net-
workas libraries movefromthe concept of ovvnership of resources to ac-
cess to information. Implemcnntion of a "Selector's Workstation," a
microcomputer linked with a local computer center and external data-
bases through telecommanications networks, provides a resourceful
means for coping with the chnllenges of new informntion needs , inchtd-
ing formats such as CD-ROM.

rTr
I he title "Back to the Future" has several meanings. It refers first to a

talk I gave almost twenty years ago called "Library of the Future. " I men-
tioned that Marshall Mcluhan, in Gutenberg Galary, claimed books and
libraries were nothing more than antiquated relics soon to be replaced by
more modern and efficient information utilities.' Many in that audience,
which was composed almost entirely of intense computer users, agreed.
But, as a traditionalist librarian, I also quoted from the 1969 Report of the
National Commission on Libraries, which stated it was important to real-
izethatdespite the technical virtuosity of the times, books would continue
to be important for the foreseeable future.'

An "Infinitely Indexed Memory Bank" that would combine data, infor-
mation, and concepts-a type of early expert system-was described in the
speech. Questions would be asked orally and the memory bank would re-
spond verbally or with a printout. Then I pointed out that the "Bank" ex-

Erwin K. Welsch is Assistant Director for Research, University Libraries, University of
Wisconsin-Madison.

The author thanks the IBM Corporation for the educational equipment loan that made this
work possible.
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isted only on the spaceships of egg-shaped invaders in a 1950s epic called
Earthversus the Flying Saucers, for I was trying, not too subtly, to deflate
the idea oftechnology as a universal panacea for libraries.

Perhaps science fiction images and the idea of libraries of the future
come jointly to mind as a reaction to, or a defense against, too many years
of extravagant and by now repetitious claims. For example, a recent issue
of PC Magazine featurd an article in which the author noted, "We'll look
back at books like we do all traditional things when technology passes them
by. "' Or perhaps it is because in the lg60sicollection develdprirent librari-
ans did not need new techniques or technology. Books were inexpensive
and abundant and budgets were comparatively substantial. We built tradi-
tional collections with the belief that each research library could be inde-
pendent unto itselfand have the resources to support any program that a
university wanted to introduce. Electronic information was still largely a
gleam in the eyes of visionaries or science fiction script writers.

children are creating. It seems to me that what happened to collection de-
velopment librarians in the 1970s was, in a sense, analagous to what hap-
pened to Marty. Suddenly thrust into a speeding vehicle-one that could be
called information and resource provision-that began to take off at accel-
erating speed and threatened to vanish in a burst of flame, our security and
self-satisfaction quickly proved to be an illusion.

Urlike Marty, who put his foot on the accelerator and had tight confiol
of the steering wheel, collection development librarians controlled neither
speed of change nor direction. We were carried along by events over
which we seemed to have liule control. The numbers of books and serials,
as well as their prices, increased at what seemed to be a geometric rate, and
library funding did not keep pace. Publishers'use of devices such as insti-
tutional pricing meant that costs grew at an alarming rate. The result was
that every research library was able to purchase an increasingly smaller
percentage of the world's total scholarly output.

In addition, the definitionof resources and informationbegan to incor-
porate online bibliographic databases and other electronic media. By dial-
ing into a database, a librarian-or anyone else skilled in the then-new
technology-could quickly and, in comparison to most of our indexing
tools, easily locate references to the most current information. But cost
was high for information that was, essentially, nonrenewable once pur-
chased, for libraries did not and do not control most databases. Instead,
profit-making organizations took command, charging by the fraction of a
second or for individual citations, thereby clearly demonstrating informa-
tion's value. Currently there is a trend for conglomerates to swallow infor-
mation databases of every variety, and already-high costs will rise as infor-
mation becomes even more intemationalized.

Libraries also dealt poorly with, or ignored entirely, questions of com-
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, Just as the scope_of online bibliographic services was unanticipated a
decade ago, events that are ignored or misunderstood at the time they occur
can have profound effects on the future. Growth in information resources
and availability-does not proceed in a straight line from one development to
the next but makes leaps whose implicatiois initially may be poorly under-
stood.

history of science and technology indicates that the latest and newest
modes of communication and transportation do not _liquidate the earlier
forms, but rather become value-addld phenomena."t 

'

THEWoRKSTATIoN

. My ide-a of how information and resource access may look is described
through the use of what I've called a "selector's woikstation similar to
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frame computers and, through communigaligl programs' with faculty
membe-rs on campus and lib--rarians and bibliographic resources else-
*trire.'My scenaiio is derived from my own experiences working with
the creation of a similar, albeit less intricate, workstation for the past year;
what I know of library activities else\
and information from faculty membt
American Council of Learned Societi
addition to increased book funds, for
sitions and more access to informati
microcomputer use among faculty members from less than 1- percent to
more than':iO in just a few fears-even conceding that most use is currently
for wor.d proceising-sh6uld indicate a potentially very different future
for all librarians in an information culture.'

Of course the first thine would be hard-wired access to an electronic cat-
alog of local holdings, iniluding those of libraries with which a library has
coliection-sharing irrangemenls. It must be up-to-date and searchable in
various ways, inlluding-the use of Boolean operators. Rapidaccess to a
combined iatabase of-OCLC, RLG, WLN, and other cataloging net-
*oik., as well as foreign national libraries anddatabase.s thrgugh a linked
systems project, for velification of a citation or information about holdings
eisewheie riould naturally follow.''

We would want seleciion tools, including Forthcoming Books, the
Weekly Record, andothers, available online. A selector yould go through
the lisi, choosing those booiis or serials wanted for the collection by touch-
ing the screen w'ith a light pen or moving a mouse and clicking a button to
inEicate a choice. 

''

After finishing a list, the titles chr
possibly deleted-because of second
br adde-d to a deferred, second priorit
keystroke would transmit the orders
quisitions department or directly to
Implementation of electronic acquisi
maitically changing the way a library
ing materials. Because of this change
may no longer be functional. Close:
processes in a highly decentralized
Shelf-ready book directly to a branch
is now more logical.

The system would enhance information interaction between fqcylty
memberi and library subject specialists. Faculty members would be able to
transfer requests foi maierials or information to a librarian electronically.
Once in machine-readable format, questions become easily manipulated
and transferable to another, more appropriate specialist for an answer or
into a request for materials. But selectors, who receive information about
new acqiuisitions quickly, also could be more proactive- One of the
changes-may be away froin the concept of resource ownership to informa-
tion iccess wlttr tibririans changing in their service outlook from proprie-
tor to "sleuth. "'o A selector or subject specialist's sound and thorough per-
sonal knowledge of campus research interests would be supplemented with
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their efforts combine with libraries elsewhere.
An easily accessible and understandable accounting program would pro-

vide instant information at the end of a selection session as to how much
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lisher and coqld then be checked against local holdings through a database
comparison.'o The results of col*tion overlap or c]tation studies would
also be online and assist in selection.

Evaluation of deteriorating materials in a collection could be done in the
same way, for once a title has been identified as crumbling in one library,
the likelihood of its also falling apart on the shelves of another is very high.
As electronic lists of deteriorating titles were circulated, selectors could
tell which were in their collections by automated checking against a
machine-readable catalog or, preferably, because location symbols would
have become part of the international ownership record, would receive
lists of only those titles identified as being part of a local collection.

Selectors would use their library's collection policy statements, as well
as personal knowledge of those areas that it intended to maintain in
strength, to identify books and serials for perservation as well as selection.
They would be able to tell instantly whether deteiorating materials they
have identified have already been preserved or have been selected for film-
ing elsewhere, thereby saving a great deal ofduplicative effort now going
on in preservation. Lists of titles being planned for preservation in the local
library would also be available online to others.

Means of providing access to online databases and coping with high
costs are difficult to foresee because of the profits involved.2' Currently,
online databases involve royalty, citation, communication, and other
charges, and it may be difficult to convince their owners that new proce-
dures would be equally profitable. One way, primarily for those databases
consulted most frequently, could be the use of distributed databases in CD-
ROM that would be accessible campuswide through a PC network. Uni-
versities or regional consortia could purchase site licenses for other major
online services, particularly for databases that offer educational discounts.
Database vendors might be able to earn a higher profit by selling subscrip-
tions, with monthly CD-ROMs distributed as new issues, than by leasing
because they would gain the funds currently expended on telecommunica-
tions. Databases would then be available though the computing center-to
hard-wired terminals at 9600 bps rather than 1200 bps with consequent
greater efficiency-for library or other local use, including reformatting
the information onto CD-ROM or into bibliographies or SDI services. In
that way, costs that would be intolerable for a library materials budget be-
come acceptable when regarded as universitywide or even regional re-
sources. With availability, librarians would be able to take a more proac'
tive role in the distribution of information on campus. They would not have
to curtail searches or limit access to information because of the constant
worry about how much each search costs, and they would be able totrain
end dsers in the new information culture.

Because online bibliographic searching becomes affordable, the library
could cancel some printed indexes and would come to rely instead on ac-
cess to various online databases, with consequent savings in shelf space
and subscription costs. In the same way, a selector may have the choice of
deciding whether to purchase hard copy of such categories of information
as newspapers and serials or rely on the online services that can provide
hard copy in the same way that BRS or Dialog do now for some titles.
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Downloading and optional printing of complete text may become viable
alternatives, with profound effects on collection development.

CoNcr,usroN

In the 1970s collection development librarians, even libraries in general,
were driven by forces over which they did not exercise very rnuch control.
With the continued growth of variety of information resources in the dec-
ade ahead. it will be difficult for them to seize the wheel and steer events in
directions they want them to go. Yet they must, for the alternatives are

whether they are^in libraries or elsewhere, are those most likely to be cho-
sen and utrlized." We must seek to create such systems with an entrepre-
neurial spirit, energy, imagination, and even daring, for, to quote from
Eliot's "Burnt Norton, "

Time past and time future
What might have been and what has been
Point to 6ne end, which is always present."

A Selector's Workstation of the type described, perhaps with the addi-
tion of other functions not yet imagined, would help collection develop-

system analysis of needs and potentials.
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references are posted in the library catalog. This study identifies tfe typ.es
of references in these three fieldi that aie traced in note/example under
frelds (MARC tag 681) of LCSH-mr records. It also covers the searching
capabiiities that online systems must have to enable library staff to search
and veri$ references.

LCSH.UN USBO TN THIS STUDY

August 1987.
fhis version of LCSH-mr has also been enhanced with reciprocal s of see

also from tracings (MARC tags 5xx). The reciprocals are see also tefer
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ences and have been added to LCSH-mr records in local tag 9xx fields. The
9xx range of tags is not authorizedfor use in the USMARC Foru-ntfor Au-
thoriry bata, ind.thus does not conflict with authorized fields.'

GrNrur, Expt lNntoRY SEE
REFERENCES (MARC TAC 260)

tory text. An example of this field from LCSH-mr is
Unestablished topical subject heading (MARC tag 150):

Cold weather conditions
General explanatory see reference (MARC tag}ffi):

$i subdivision $aCold weather conditions $i under subjects, e.g., $a

vides an example of this subdivision added to an established subject
heading. When example subjectheadings are prefaced by "e.8.," they are
traced in the note/example under fields (MARC tag 681) of referenced
subject headings. An example of this field based on the previous example
1S

Established topical subject heading (MARC tag 150):
Mining engineering-Cold weather conditions

Tracing the unestablished heading in the note/example under field
(MARC tag 681):

$i Example under reference from $a Cold weather conditions
General seZ references are not traced when references are made to subdi-

visions because LCSH-mr contains no subdivision records. Thus, the sub-
division "Cold weather conditions" in the previous example is not traced
in any note/example under field of LCSH-mr records.

Geheral explanatory see reference fields (MARC tag260) ate repeatable
fields in the MARC format for authorities; however, this field is not re-
peated in the 837 LCSH-mr records bearing it. The 837 LCSH-mr records
trearing general see references are only 0.52 percent ofthe total of 160,706
LCSH-mr records. Nearly all (831) LCSH-mr records with general see
references are topical subject heading records (MARC tag 150).

Two subfields are used inthese references: explanatory text (subfield $i)

before headings following the initial heading. Thus, the latter total is only a
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has 668 characters.)
Subfrelds for subject headings (subfield $a) in general see refetence

fields (MARCtag26O) refer searchers to one or more of five types of ref-
erences:

o Subdivisions
o Unsubdivided subject headings that begin with a certain word or

phrase
o Examples of unsubdivided subject headings
o Examples of subdivided subject headings
. Subdivided subject headings that are examples of the subdivision(s)

referred to elsewhere in the reference
Examples follow:

1. Unestablished form of topical subject heading (MARC tag 150);
Enlistment

General explanatory see reference (MARC tag 260) to subdivi-
sion(s):

$i subdivision $a Recruiting, enlistment, etc., $i under names of
individual military services

2. Unestablished form of topical subject heading (MARC tag 150):
British-DutchWar. . .

General explanatory see reference (MARC tag26A) to unsubdivided
subject heading(s) beginning with a certain word or phrase:

$i subject headings beginning with the words $a Anglo-Dutch War
3. Unestablished form of topical subject heading (MARC tag 150):

Ecclesiastical rites and ceremonies
General explanatory see reference (MARC tag260) to example(s) of
unsubdivided subject headings:

$i particular rites and ceremonies, e.g., $a Funeral rites and cere-
monies; Lord's Supper

4. Unestablished form of topical subject heading (MARC tag 150):
Precolumbian art

General explanatory see reference (MARC tag 260) to subdivided
subject headings:
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Indians-Art; Indians of Mexico-Art; Indians of Central
America-Art; $i and similar headings

5. Unestablished form of topical subject h-eadings (MARC tag 150):
Instrumental settings

General explanatory see reference (MARC tag 260) to subdivided
subject heading(s) rhat are example(s) of the subdivision(s) referred
to elsewhere in the reference:

Results of an analysis of a l0% sample (83) of LCSH-mr records with
general see references demonstrate the effort needed by libraries to review
these references. Table 1 lists the number of occurren-ces of subject head-
ing types in general see references and the number of records in which each
type occurs. The greatest number of references are made to subdivisions,

TABLE I
CSNERAL StE REFERENcEs

Headings
Beginning
with Word Unsubdivided Subdivided

Subdivisions or Phrase Headings Headings

Number
Maximum per record
Number of records

with this type of
reference

Average number of
records with this
type of reference

76.W
4.00

65.00

t . t 7

6.00
1.00

6.00

1.00

13.00
3.00

6.00

2 . r7

s8.00
4.00

42.N

1 . 3 8
Summary statistics:
Number of LCSH-mr records with general see fields : 837
Number of records without references in this field -- 6 (7 .23 percent of sample)
Number of records with one or more references : 77
Total number of references = 153
Average number of references per record with one or more references : 1.99
Estimated number of records needing review : 776
Estimated number of references needing review : 1,544
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followed bysubdivided subject headings. Six records bear general explan-
a!9ry s9e references that do not make specific references. One example of
this field is

Unestablished topical subject heading (MARC tag 150):
International teaching positions

General explanatory see reference (MARC taE26O) with no explicit ref-
erences:

$i similar headings
When general explanatory see references bear one or more references,

an average of 1.99 references are made per record that need to be reviewed
by library staff. That is, an estimateA [,SU references in the 837 LCSH-
mr records bearing general explanatory see reference fields need review.

Grxrnlr, ExpLANAToRy SEE Azso
RSTERENcF^s M,lnc TAG 360)

ords. When more than one heading is enumerated in a single subfield $a,
both subfield delimiter ($) and dati element identifier (a) ire not repeated,
before headings following the initial heading. Thus, the latter total isbnly a
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rough estimate of the number of references that would have to be reviewed
in an evaluation ofreferences in general see also references.

The most frequently occurring subfield pattern , ' ' iaria ,' ' which occurs in
42.96 percent ofrecords bearing general explanatory see also references,
is the same as the most frequently occurring pattern for general explana-
tory see references. There is a total of twenty-nine subfield patterns in gen-
eral see also references. The longest reference field, which occurs only
once, bears eight explanatory texts (subfield $i) and eight subject headings
(subfield $a).

with general see also reference fields contain between two and three see
also from tracings and almost nine see also refercnces. General explana-
tory see also references average 1 16.81 characters per record. (The long-
est such reference has 587 characters.)

General see also references (MARC tag3ffi) bear subfields for subject
headings (subfield $a) that refer searcher to one or more of five types of
references:

o Subdivisions
o Unsubdivided subject headings that begin with a certain word or

phrase
o Examples of unsubdivided subject headings
o Subdivided subject headings that are examples of the subdivision(s)

referred to elsevrhere in the reference
o Unsubdivided subject headings in which a qualifying word or phrase

is usually enclosed in parentheses
Examples follow:

1. Established topical subject heading (MARC tag 150):
Armored troops

General explanatory see also reference (MARC tag360) to subdivi-
sion(s):

$i subdivision $a Armored troops $i under individual military ser-
vices; and subdivision $a Armed Forces-Armored troops $i un-
der names of countries

2. Established topical subject heading (MARC tag 150):
Chemistry

General explanatory see also reference (MARC tag 36O) to unsub-
divided subject heading(s) beginning with a certain word or phrase:

$i subject headings beginning with the word $a Chemical
3. Established topical subject heading (MARC tag 150):

Fruit
General explanatory see also reference (MARC tag 3ffi) to exam-
ple(s) of unsubdivided subject headings:

$i particular fruits, e.g., $a Apple, Orange
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4. Established topical subject heading,(MARC tag 150):
Hormone therapy

General explanatory see also reference (MARC tag 360) to subdi-
vided subject heading(s) that are example(s) of the subdivision(s) re-
ferred to elsewhere in the reference:

$i subdivision $a Therapeutic use $i under specific hormones and
groups of hormones, e.9., $a Estrogen-Therapeutic use; Steroid
hormones-Therapeutic use

5. Established topical subject heading (MARC tag 150):
Islam

Headings referred to in general see also references in examples three,
four, and five are made in the note/example under fields (MARC tag 681)
of LCSH-mr records for those headings preceded by "e.g." Genetal sqe
also refercnces are not traced when references are made to subdivisions
(example one) or to headings beginning with certain words or phrases (ex-
ample two).

Results of an analysis of a 5 percent sample (154) of LCSH-mr records
with general see also references demonstrate the effort needed by library
staff to review these references. The number of occurrences of the five
subject heading types in general see also references and the number of rec-
ords in which each type occurs are listed in table 2 . The greatest number of

TABLE 2
GrNenrL SEE Atso RennRENcrs Rrournrnc Rsvrpw

Qualiffing
Beginning Word(s)
with Word Unsubdivided Subdivided in

Subdivisions or Phrase Headines Headines Headinss
Number
Maximum per

record
Number of records

with this type of
reference

Average number of
records with this
type ofreference

135.00

3.00

11r .00

1.22

6.00

2.N

5.00

r .20

82.00 142.W 3.00

8.00 5.00 1.00

35.00 89.00 3.00

2.34 1.60 1.00
Summary statistics:
Number of LCSH-mr records with general see also fields : 3,075
Number of records without references in this field : 7 (4.55 percent of sample)
Number of records with one or more references = 147
Total numberofreferences : 366
Average number of references per record with one or more references : 2.49
Estimated number of records needing review : 2,935
Estimated number of references needing review : 7,308
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references (142) is made to_examples of subdivided subject headings, fol-
lolved by subdivisions (135). Sev-en records bear generil explanatory see
also references that do not make specific referencEs. one ex'ample oithis
field is

Established_topical subject heading (MARC tag 150):
Hunting dogs

General explanatory see also reference (MARC tag3ffi)with no explicit
references:

$i particular breeds of hunting dogs
4l T.rug" of 2.49. refergqcgq per record need to be reviewed by library

staff. That is, an estimated 7,308 references in the 3,075 LCSH-mr rei-
ords bearing general see also reference fields need review.

ScopE NorES M.mc Tnc 690)
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Annihilationism
Scope note (MARC tag 680) bearing only one subfield $i forexplanatory
text:

ters.)
Scope notes (MARC tag 680) bear subfields !9r subject headings (sub-

field $a) that refer searchdrs to one or more of five types of references:
o Subdivisions
o Unsubdivided subject headings
o Unsubdivided subject headings that serve as examples (including ad-

ditional entries that are unsubdivided)
o Subdivided subject headings
o Subdivided subject headinls that serve as examples (including addi-

tional entries that are subdivided)
Examples follow:

l. fistablished form of topical subject heading (MARC tag 150):
Consular law

and consular service.
2. Established form of topical subject heading (MARC tag 150):

Home labor
Scope note (MARC tag 680) with an unsubdivided subject head-
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tage industries. $i Works on self-employed persons producing and
marketing goods or services in theii homes are entered under $a
Home-based businesses.

3. Established form of topical subject heading (MARC tag 150):
Chaplains

Scope note (MARC tag 680) with an unsubdivided subject heading(s)
that serves as an example(s):

For works limited tb a specific type of chaplain, the heading is
qualified by the functional adjective, $i e.g., $a Chaplains, Hospi-
tal; Chaplains, Military.

4. Established form of topical subject heading (MARC tag 150):

Due process of law.
5. Establiihed form of topical subject heading (MARC tag 150):

Deep-sea temperature
Scope note (MARC tag 680) with a subdivided subject heading(s)

subdivisions in scope notes are not traced.
Results of an analysis of a 5 percent sample (170) of LCSH-mr records

with scope notes demonstrate the effort needed by librarians to review the
references in these notes. Table 3 lists the number of occurrences of sub-
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TABLE 3
ScopB Norns Reournrnc Revrrw

Unsubdivided Subdivided
Subdivisions Headines Headings

Number
Maximum per record
Number of headinss referred to in see

also from tracinls
Number of headings referred to in

note/example under
Number of records with this type of

heading
Average number of records with this type

of headine

14.00
1.00

0.00

0.00

13.00

r .08

104.00 66.00
6.00 5.00

22.W 1.00

64.00 11.00

76.00 37.00

| .37 r .78
Summary statistics:
Number of LCSH-mr records with scope notes : 3,402
Number of records without references in this freld : 68 (z+() percent of sample)
Number of records with one or more references : 102
Total number of references : 184
Average number of references per record with one or more references : 1.80
Estimated number of records needing review : 2,M1
Estimated number of references needing review : 3,674

erage of 1.8 references are made per record that need review. That is, an
estimated 3,674 references in the3,402 LCSH-mr records bearing scope
notes need review.

RnTNnBNcBS TRACED IN NOTE/EXAMPLE
UNprn Frnlos (MARc TAG 681)

The note/example under field (MARC tag 681) "contains a note that
documents the use of the lxx heading or subdivision term in an established
heading record or a subdivision record as an example or reference in the
260,3ffi, and/or 680 fields of another established heading or reference
record. . . . The information in this field is primarily intended to serve as a
tracing of the use of headings in examples and notes to assist catalogers in
updating records.'" Generally, headings traced in this field are listed after
the designation "e.g. " in general references (MARC tags2@ and 360) or
enumerated in most scope notes (MARC tag 680).

Note/example under fields (MARC tag 681) occurs in 5,789 (3.60 per-
cent) LCSH-mr records. This field is repeatable in authority records, and
about 2 percent of records with this field bear two such fields. The majority
(87.56 percent) of LCSH-mr records with note/example under fields are
topical subject heading records (MARC tag 150); 4.97 percent are geo-

single subfield $a, both subfield delimiter ($) and data element identifier
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semicolon.
Note/example under fields (MARC tag 681) contains three types of trac-

ings:
o Unestablished, unsubdivided subject headings
r Established, unsubdivided subject headings
o Subdivided subject headings

Burlesque (Literature)
Note/example under field (MARC tag 681) referring to an estab-
lished, unsubdivided topical subject heading(s) :

$i Notes under $a Burlesque (Theater); Burlesques
3. Established topical subject heading (MARC tag 150):

LCSH-mr records bearing this field.

UT{TRACED REFERENCES
IN LCSH.MRRBCONNS

Analyses of references in general explanatory see reference fields
(MARd ll:rg260) (table 1), geieral explairatory sie also reference fields
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TABLE 4
Tnncrhrcs w Norn/BxlMpLE UNDER Frnlos

Unsubdivided Subdivided
Subdinistons Headings Headi

Number
Maximum per record
Number of headings referred to in see

also from tracings
Number of headings referred to in

scope notes
Number of records with this type of

heading
Average number of records with this

type ofheading

24.N
4.00

276.W
3.00

3r .00

61.00

235.00

r . t 7

50.00
3.00

4.00

7.N

46.W

1.09

14.00

t .7 l
Summary statistics:
Number of LCSH-mr records with note/example under fields : 5,789
Number of records without tracings in this field = 0
Number of records with one or more tracings = 289
Total numberoftracings = 350
Average number of tracings per record with one or more tracings : l.2l
Number of records with tracings : 5,789
Estimated number of tracings : 7,N5

(MARC tag 360) (rableZ), and scope nore fields (MARC tag 680) (table 3)
result in the following number of references in LCSH-mr records requir-
mg fevrew:

Tag
2ffi
360
680
Total

The difference between the estimated number of references requiring
manual review (12,526) and the estimated number of tracings in note/ex-
ample under fields (7,005) is 5,521. That is, 5,521references in general
explanatory seetefercnces (MARC tagZffi), general explanatory see olso
references (MARC tag3ffi), and scope notes (MARC tag 680) are not
traced in note/example under fields. Estimates of the number of references
not traced in note/example under fields for eight categories of references
appear in table 5. Estimates are based on the number of references in each
category in the 5.0 percent and 10.0 percent samples of headings from
these three fields.

Subdivisions are not raced because LC distributes no authority records
for subdivisions. References to subject headings beginning with a certain
word or phrase are not traced because there is no established heading rec-
ord for the initial word or phrase. Additional entries in scope notes
(MARC tag 680) are headings that are sometimes traced, are sometimes
not traced, and are sometimes assigned subject headings that are not in
LCSH-mr. Direct references are not traced when they are not preceded by

Number of
References

l ,5M
7,309
3,674

12,256
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TABLE 5
Typss oF UNtnncro RepsRENces
Number of

Tag References Type ofReference

Subdivision
Heading beginning with word(s)
Heading notpreceded by "e.9."
Subdivision
Heading beginning with word(s)
Heading not preceded by "e.9."
Subdivision
Additional entry

760
60
80

700
120
860
280
360
220

)

2ffi
260
2ffi
360
360
360
680
680

Total

the "e.g." designation. Four types of references that are not traced in
note/exam_ple under fields account for nearly 95 percent (5,220) of the esti-
mated 5,521 untraced references in general s ee ind see also references and
scope notes.

Lrnnmy Srlrr REvrEw
OF UNTRACED REFERENCES

If references in general see and see also reference fields and scope notes
are left unchecked in LCSH-mr records, library patrons pursuing zuch ref-
erences will be led down blind alleys. Library staffs need to develop strate-
g-ies. to "clea!_up" references in these freldl. Note/example und6r fields
(Y4F9 tug 681) cannot be relied upon to trace all subjeit headings and
subdivisions in the former three fieldi. Perhaps the best sirategy for ierif,-
ing references in general see and see also references (MARC tLgs 260 arid
360) and scope notes (MARC tag 680) is to rackle each of these tf,ree fields
separately . For example , libJary staff members first verify general explan-
atory see references (MARC tag2@). When veriffing references ingen-
eral see references, the staff must also veriff wheihei references exiit in
one or more note/example under fields (MARC tag 681) and record
changes inthese fields. when records with general see ieferences are com-
pleted, staff can move on to general see also references (MARC tag 360),
repe_a!-the verification process, and do the same for scope notes (MARC
tag 680).

Verification of references requires that integrated library systems have
capabilities that enable staffto retrieve LCSH-mr records withgeneral ref-
qren:e and scop_e note fields, search for references in the onl-ine catalog
database, and edit these fields. once staff members have retrieved the ap--
propriate -LpSH_1nr records, they need the following searching capabili-
ties to find the different types ofreferences in generalieferences and scope
notes:

o Search for subdivisions
. Alphabetical browsing of unsubdivided subject headings to find sub-

iect headings beginning with a word or phrase
o Search for unsubdivided subject headings
o Search for subdivided subject headings
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r String search or keyword search to find a qualifying word or phrase
enclosed in parentheses in subje<

Library staffs need to develop local
and editing them with posted subdivis
catalog. In the previous example, stat
log may find that the term "Islam" is;
headings but is not posted as a subdiv
references would be blind references
ence were displayed to online catalol
delete the reference to "Islam" as a
heading "Mysticism-Islatn" in the original general see.also reference to
make tfrat rei'erence consistent with bibfiographic records in the local on-
iine iatatog. If the staff had found that the subdivision "Islam" wasposted
in the catilog but not the example heading "Mysticism-Islam," they
would have hid to replace the exahple heading with one Po+ed in the local
catalog. Staff membirs need editing capabilities to enable them to change
uia/oi a"t"te references and explinatory text in general references and

scope notes.
Automation can be used for some but not all procedures for reviewing

references. An automated system can retrieve LeSH-mr records with gen-
eral references and scope notes. Th(
among the types of reference(s) cite
headings, qualiff ing word(s) in headi
at hand are posted in the local catalog
in the local catalog, staff members hi
are Dosted. Lastlvlihev have to edit the original headings and explanatory
i"ifto make therir coniistent with bibliographic recordsin the local online
catalog.

MAINTAINING REFERENCES IN BTTT,TOCUPITTC SYSTEMS

Manual review and verification of
references (MARC tags260 and 360)
not take place once, i.e., when librari
online systems. New authority recon
fore they can be added to libraries' cr
references manually in general see t
see alsorcferences (MARC tag 360),

.eferences in cancelled records issued
ecessary changes made to records af-

fected by cancellations.
Estimates of the numbers of refere

references and scope notes given in tl
LCSH-mr records. In some integratr
mr records for headings posted in the
estimates of references given in this 1
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number of references that need verification in such libraries' online sys-
tems.

provement over card catalog searching, in which patrons are also led down
blind alleys when consulting referenbes and established headings in the
printed LCSH that are not posted in the card catalog.
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High-Tech Shopping for Serials Automation:
Linking Public and Technical Services

Pamela Bluh and Will Hepfer, Editors

This is the third of four papers comprising this subsection of ZTRIS. The
papers were originally presented at the RTSD Serials Section program on
June27, 1987, in San Francisco, California.

In keeping with the nature of its subject, "High-Tech Shopping for Seri-
als Automation: Linking Public and Technical Services" is being pub-
lished serially; two papers have appeared in the April and October issues,
the third is in this issue, and the fourth will be in a subsequent issue of
LRTS. We hope you will find them as illuminating as their San Francisco
audience did.

Pamela Bluh is Assistant Librarian for Technical Services, Marshall Law Library, Univer-
sity of Maryland School of Law, Baltimore; and Will Hepfer is Head, Documents Process-
ing Department, State University of New York at Buffalo.
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Hardware Considerations
for Automated Serials Systems

James E. Rush

Four main classes of hardware , all equally important, nee-d to be consid'
ered when plannini, an automated serials system: central computer sys-
tem(s), mais storage, input/output devices, and communication. This ar-
ticle exnmines criterta dnd suggests guidelines for their implementation.

In planning for successful serials automation, four main classes of hard-
ware, all equally important, need to be considered: central computer sys-
tem(s), mass storage, input/ouput devices, and communication.

Cnxrner, CovrPurBn SYsrnu HmPwanr

James E. Rush is President of James E. Rush Associates, Inc., in Powell, ohio.
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nificant if the software does not take advantage of the additinnal memory.
In multiuser environments, where both software and data may need to re-
side in memory, it is especially important. The trade-off between memory-
resident software and data on the one hand and disk-oriented processing on
the other is the time required to swap programs and data in and out of the
processor and from and to disk storage compared with the total amount of
memory needed. Since memory is now quite inexpensive, software devel-
opers tend to design software to utilize a large amount of memory.

MASS Sronncn

Since serials control requires both bibliographic data and holdings data,
mass storage is a critical factor in determining whether a specific serials
system is suitable for a particular library and needs to be addressed before
the question of system performance can be considered. Mass storage is di-
vided into disk storage and tape storage.

Four classes ofdisk storage can be utilized in routine serials processing
work, either alone or in combination, to store serials bibliographic and
holdings data: magnetic or optical flexible diskette and magnetic or optical
rigid disk. Either fixed or removable media may be used, the former being
more often associated with rigid magnetic disk.

In general, there are three factors to consider relative to disk storage:
capacity, speed, and cost. Capacity is measured in either kilobytes (KB-l
l(B : l,O24bytes) ormegabytes (MB-1 MB : l,024,0Dbytes). Capac-
ity is related to the density of data recorded on the medium, both in terms of
the number of bits per lineal inch and in terms of the number of bits per
radial inch. Since data is recorded on disk either in a circular or a spiral
fashion, one speaks ofthe data as being recorded in tracks, either concen-
tric circular tracks or single continuous spiral tracks. The lineal recording
density (the number of bits per track) depends on whether the disk drive
operates at constant linear velocity (CLV) or at constant angular velocity,
(CAV). Most magnetic disk drives operate at constant angular velocity,
which means the disk turns at a constant speed, such as 3,600 rpm, regard-
less of the track on which data is recorded. This gives rise to higher density
lineal recording on the inner tracks of the disk than on the outer ones . Some
magnetic disk drives and a majority of optical disk drives operate at con-
stant linear velocify, which means that the rotational speed varies so that
the disk moves more slowlv for outer tracks than it does for inner ones.
This results in more efficieirt use of the storage medium, but necessitates
more complex hardware.

Speed of disk storage is a combination of several factors, among them
seek time, latency, and data transfer rate. Seek time refers to the time re-
quired to position the read/write heads on the track containing the desired
data or on which the data will be written. Seek time is directly related to the
capability of the motor to move the mechanism containing the read/write
heads and to position the heads precisely. Latency refers to the time re-
quired for the beginning of a track to come under the read/write heads once
the proper track has been located. Latency is directly related to rotation
speed. Data transfer rate refers to the speed with which data can be trans-
ferred to or from the disk drive to the central computer system. Some flexi-
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ble diskette drives and a number of optical disk drives transfer data at a rate
on the order of 150 KB/second, while many rigid disk drives achieve data
transfer rates of more than I MB/second. Data transfer rates are deter-

than optical disk storage but of considerably lower capacity.
The cost of disk storage varies with the type of storage unit considered

but can be expected to fall in the range of $.75 for flexible magnetic disk-
ette to $.03 for rigid disk to $.001 for optical disk for each kilobyte of stor-
age.-For 

stand-alone serials systems, the amount of disk storage required will
be approximately three times the number of titles, in megabytes (MB).
Thus, for a serials collection of 12,000 titles, total disk storage require-

much as $25,000 for a high-speed, reel-to-reel tape drive.

INpurl Ourpur DBvrcBs

control.
Bar-code readers, either hand-held or stationary, are useful in serials

comes more prevalent.
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CovrMuclcATIoN
The lasthardware class to be considered is that required for communica-

tion among central computer systems and terminals or among computer
systems themselves. For mini- and maxicomputer-based serials systems,
the hardware required for communication will consist of modems of vari-
ous capabilities and a communication medium such as wire or fiber optics.
For microcomputer-based systems, communication hardware may not be
needed, but, if it is, it too will consist of modems and a communication
medium. or of local area network hardware such as medium access units,
and the communication medium.

Several types of communication hardware are available. Terminals that
share a single central computer system may be linked to the system without
modems if the length of the communication medium is less than 20-30 me-
ters. For greater distances, some type of modem will be required, although
for distances under one mile, modems need not be very sophisticated.

If a serials system is linked to a vendor system such as EBSCO, a long-
distance modem supporting communication speeds of up to 2,4N bits per
second (bps) will be required. This modem can be used to access vendors'
databases and to submit subscription orders, renewals, and claims; it can
also receive from the vendor pertinent data regarding available titles and
the status of outstanding subscriptions.

Serials systems of modest size may be served by a local area network. In
such a network, a micro- or minicomputer of appropriate capacity is desig-
nated as the file server and other microcomputers connected to the network
function as applications processors. A local area network provides for
multiuser capabilities similar to those of larger systems but at a lower cost.
Local area networks succeed, howevero only if the software that imple-
ments the desired function, in this case serials control, is designed for mul-
tiuser operation.

CoNcr,ustoN
When considering an automated serials system, four major categories of

hardware must be evaluated. The choice of software, however, should
precede choice of hardware. The hardware configuration will depend upon
the design of the software and upon the specific needs of the library. Gen-
erally, a serials system vendor can aid the library in selecting the most ap-
propriate system both in terms of software and hardware. If more objective
advice is required, a consultant may be engaged to analyze library needs
and to recommend a particular combination of software and hardware to
meet those needs.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Ubrary Systems Evalwtion Guide: Serials Control. V. 1. Powell, Ohio: James E. Rush
Associates. 1983.

Microcomputers for Libraries: Product Review and Procurement Guide. Powell, Ohio:
James E. Rush Associates, 1984-(updated quarterly).

Rush, Iames E. "Automated Serials Control Systems," Serials Review 12:87-101 (Sum-
mer/Fall 1986).
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1988 Annual Reports

RTSD Annual Report

At the close ofthe 1987-1988 year, the Resources and Technical Services Divi-
sion numbered 6,037 members, with more thlm 500 actively participating in 165
working groups. The office is now fully staffed with Executive Director Karen
Muller, Program Officer JoAnn King, Darryl T. Howell, and Yvonne Mclean.
Financially, the division ends the year without a deficit-a dramatic surge upward

next issue.)
o RTSD provided continuing education opportunities through four regionalin-

stitutes, two preconferences, and eight programs during the Annual Confer-
ence in New Orleans.

o Publication landmarks included the appearance of two new titles, the apl
proval of four additional titles for publication, and the continuation of LRTS
and the RTSD Newsletter. Some pages that had been cut last year from both

nual membership meeting. Details and pictures appear elsewhere in this issue
ofIRTS.

o The blue ribbon Task Force on the Economics of Access to Information,
chaired by Robert Wedgeworth, Dean of the School of Library Service at
Columbia University, deliberated on serials pricing issues in New Orleans
and will continue with hearings during Midwinter 1989.

r In New Orleans the Directors Board authorized creation of a task force to
develop national guidelines for the bibliographic control of master micro-
form catalog records.

I appreciate the opportunity to work with you as your president during
1987- 1988. It has been a year of accomplishment for RTSD due to your interest,
contributions, and dedication. Thank you very mach.-Marion T. Rei.d, Presi-
dent, 1987-88.
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Cataloging and Classification
Section Annual Report

CCS ExrCUrWs COnnntrBB

Policv and Research Committee.- -CiS 
had no difficulty finding candidates for Executive Committee positions nor

did it lack volunteers t6 serue 6n its committees. The Executive Committee reaf-

itt-"a it. position that committee chairs decide whether to appoint interns. The

Executive'Committee nominated candidates to the IFLA standing committees on

cations for description and access.

CCS ConaruITTEES AND DlscussroN Gnoups

The committee on cataloging: Asian and African Mate$als proposed Tgdify-
ing iii" *i"r foi qualifying tftat-aysian place names and will seek approval for an

"p?i""4 
extension .f d"G"ptriiarea iod"r for Malaysian and Indonesian place

Programs and Institutes

The ccS program ,, AA9R2 Revised: Past, Present, and Future" was an enor-

-our *"""i, ai the Ne*-Ort"uns Annual Conference. A sta-nding-room-only
li.*O-of 800 heard Richard Smiraglia, Olivia Madison, and Michael Gorman
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speak on the revision process, major changes, and predictions for the 1990s. In
March 1988, the Classification Institute in Boston achieved financial success with
its eighty registrants. Future plans include an institute on AACM Revised and a
1989 preconference on the twentieth edition of the Dewey Decimal
Classification. -Robert P. Holley, Chair, I 987-88.

Council of Regional Groups Annual Report

Council of Regional Groups officers participated in the RTSD Strategic Long:
Range Planning meeting in lanuary 1987 . Ai this meeting, the following CRG
goali were identifred: (1) strengthen the organizational relalions!1Os_ between
state and regional associations and RTSD; (2) review the role of the CRG Newslet-
ter; (3) explore the feasibility of providing some funding frory R!_SD for state and
local asso-ciation programs;- (4) continue to serve in the role of information ex-
change and active assistance between RTSD and its state and regional affiliates;
(5) piopose an RTSD CRG Executive Committee and an increase in the number of
repies6ntatives to RTSD committees; and (6) explore the possibilities for CRG
programming at annual conferences.- 

We have aEhieved some of these goals. We have proposed changes to the CRG
organizational structure that would, if adopted, better enable CRG to accomplish
itJobjectives. Until the new organizational structure is approved, however, CRG
offrcdrs remain as CRG representatives on various RTSD committees (e'g., the
RTSD Membership Commlttee) and participate in committee activities. CRG co-
ordinated staffing of the RTSD booth at the Public Library Association 1988 Con-
ference in Pittsburgh.

Annually, CRG sends information packets to the chairs of the state and le_giollrl
affiliate organizations, which include information about RTSD goals, RTSD offi-
cers wilin! to speak at state and regional conferences, and a directory of state and
regional cli-airpersons. One of the greatest challenges is keeping qP1th 

"!glg"tinltate officeri; therefore, we are now including a form on which RTSD affiliates
can report the names of new officers. Also, we are sending the CRG directory to
RTSD section chairs.

To publicize the activities of RTSD CRG affrliates, we initiated a new column in
ne RTSD N ewsletter titled "Council'of Regional Groups. " The CRG N ews lette r
continuestobe an importantmeans of communicationbetween RTSD and its affil-
iates. It provides inf6rmation on CRG conference meetings, agendas, and RTSD
Board aitivities relating directly to CRG. Chairpersons of the state and regional
associations comprise the audience forthe CRG Newsletter,whilethe information
in the RTSD Neisletter is intended to furnish all RTSD members with news of
state activities.

The RTSD state and regional affiliates continued to provide a broad atray of.
programs for their mernbers on such topics as CD-ROM, authority control, and
ihe Impact of library automation on library organization. Two state associations,
the Teias Library Association Acquisitions and Collection Development Round-
table and the Northern California Technical Processes Group, worked with RTSD
to hold regional institutes in their respective states on the business of acquisitions.
These joint efforts represent a new era in cooperative planning and program im-
plementation between RTSD and state organizations. Both institutes were suc-
i:essful financially as well as programmatically, indicating a bright future for more
cooperative ventures. -./en iife r Youn g e r, Chai r, I 9 8G 88.
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Reproduction of Library
Materials Section Annual Report

The most successful RTSD institute to date, "Preservation Microfilming: Pro-

delineatedby Kenneth Crews (UCLA), Marybeth Peters (U.S. CopyrightOffice),

dards with other standards groups.
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ing toward the development of new section publications while considering the re-
vision of existing materials.

With such varied and imponant activities, RLMS as a section and as a group of
devoted and energetic colleagues has demonstrated a renewed spirit, which has
been highly rewarding for all of us.-Tamara Swora, Chair, 1987-88.

Serials Section Annual Report

During the 1987-1988 year, the Serials Section focused on clariffing the work
of several of its standing committees as well as on presenting lively programs deal-
ing with such issues as serials pricing, new technologies, and the MARC holdings
format.

given a new charge. Its task will be to monitor the development, review, and im-
plementation of standards related to serials.

"Linking Technologies: Serials Systems and their Links to Other Systems,"
the section program at the New Orleans Annual Conference, was attended by
about 250 individuals. Ann Okerson chaired the program committee and the

results ofits survey on sCandards use.
Marjorie Bloss of OCLC was awarded the Bowker/Ulrich's Serials Librarian-

ship Award in recognition of her outstanding achievements in the area of union
lists. The selection commiftee was chaired by Charlotta Hensley.

Thanks are due to the members of this year's Executive Committee: Alex Bloss,
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vice-chair/chair-elect; Marlene Sue Heroux, past-chair; Julia Blixrud, secretary;
John Riemer, chair of Policy and Research; Linda Sapp Visk, Doris Anne Brad-
ley, and Mary Ellen Clapper, members-at-large; and Minna Saxe, LRTS section
editor. The committee was saddened by the untimely death of Mary Ellen Clapper
in May 1988, and a resolution citing her contributions to the profession was en-
dorsed by the section committee and by the RTSD Board of Directors. The board
members are too numerous to mention individually, but a big vote of thanks is also
in order for all the other section committee chairs who gave willingly of their time
and efforts to further the programs and work of the Serials Section.

The year ahead should be a challenging one under Alex Bloss' leadership. With
all the new developments in serials automation and serials pricing, the Serials Sec-
tion will continue to be a center for discussion, support, and coordinated action for
all librarians concerned with serials matters.-Jean W. Farrington, Chair,
1987-88.

Decimal Classification Editorial Policy Committee
Annual Report: July 1, 1987-June 30, 1988

The 93d and 94th meetings of the Decimal Classification Editorial Policy Com-
mittee (DCEPC) were held at the Library of Congress (LC) on November 4-6,
1987, and February 29 through March l, 1988. The November meeting was ex-
tended to three days because of the large number of revised tables and schedules,
the extensive index, and the front niatter submifted by the editorial office to
DCEPC for review in preparation for Edition 20 of the Dewey Decimal Classifi-
cation (DDC); the February meeting took place over a normal two-day period.

At the November meeting, the committee noted with great pleasure the award of
the John Ames Humphry/Forest Press Award for a Significant Contribution to
International Librarianship to Benjamin A. Custer, editor of DDC from 1965 to
1980. Also, a luncheon was hosted by the Decimal Classification Division (DCD)
in honor of the retirement of Melba Adams, assistant chief of DCD. DCEPC par-
ticipated in the celebration.

Discussions and actions during the November 1987 meeting:
I. Comminee Business

Lois Mai Chan was reelected as chairperson of DCEPC for a second two-year
term, beginning in January 1988.

2. Drafi Tables and Schedules for Edition 20
A. After thorough examination and lengthy deliberation by DCEPC mem-
bers, the following schedules were approved for incorporation in Edition 20
with minor adjustments and subject to editorial refinement:

100-120, l4O, 180-190 Philosophy
130
150
340
360-365
540
550
570
580

Paranormal phenomena
Psychology
Law
Social welfare
Chemistry
Earth sciences
Life sciences
Botanical sciences

620-624,627-629 Engineering



630
&o
660
670-680
690
7m.-770

B. The following tables and schedules, approved in principle at earlier meet-
ings contingent upon further revisions, were reviewed again and approved by
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Agriculture
Home economics
Chemical technology
Manufactures
Buildings
The arts

Standard subdivisions
Areas
Racial, ethnic,

national groups
Ianguages
History

the committee:
Table I
Table2
Table 5

Table 6
900

3. Index
The committee discussed indexing policy questions at considerable length.
Members agreed that the index should include appropriate subject terms
from the schedules, augmented by terms from outside sources, and that
terms from the schedulei should not be excluded simply because there is lit-
tle literary warrant. Edition 20 will include an introduction to the index ex-
plaining the indexing policy and giving instructions on how to use the index.

4. Introduuion
A draft introduction for Edition 20 was presented to DCEPC for comment.
The committee felt that the introduction's audience should encompass begin-
ners, students, professionals who regard themselves as "non-classifiers,",
and classifiers. The previously separately published Monual on the Use of
the Dewey Decimat tlassificition'Hitioitig wiU be included in Edition 20
as part of the set. As a result, duplications found in the Manual,the Introduc'
tion. and schedule notes will be eliminated.

opinions from a broader spectrum of users.
At the February 1988 meeting, the committee received with pleasure the news

that Joel Downing, formerly of the British Library and former Library Associa-
tion representative on DCEPC, would be the 1988 recipient of the John Humphry/
Forest Press International Award.

Discussions and actions taken at this meeting include the following:
l. Draft Tables and Schedules for Edition 20

Before this meeting, DCEPC completed the review of the tables and sched-
ules for all classes. Miscellaneous items from various schedules were
brought back at this meeting because of questions raised at earlier meetings
or problems occurring in the process ofintegrating the schedules 9r prePar-
ing the index. These were disbussed and resolved. Among th9 actions taken
was the decision to include the extended notes for completely revised 780
(Music) tnthe Manual. Other matters included numbers relating to Palestin-
ian Arabs in table 5 and parts of table 7 (Persons).

2. Index
Questions discussed regarding the index included sources of index terms,
display of index entries, cross-references, and the indexing of synthesized
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numbers. The draft introduction to the index was reviewed by the commit-
tee, and suggestions were made for its improvement.
Introduction
A revised draft of the introduction was discussed bv the committee. Consid-
erations were given to matters relating to its intend6d audience, content, and
organization; and suggestions were made for amendment or improvement.
EPC Preface
The EPC preface to Edition 20 prepared jointly by the current and former
chairpersons who participated in the preparation of Edition 20 was reviewed
by the committee with amendments and corrections.
Abridged Edition 12
Work on Abridged Edition 12 will begin upon the completion of Edition 20.
The committee agreed to review the entire schedules and index, even though
during the reyiew of Edition 20 the committee had already considered the
point at which each number would be abridged. It was estimated that two
DCEPC meetings were needed to review draft tables and schedules for
Abridged Edition 12.

The next DCEPC meeting will be held in Albany, New York, in Novem-
ber 1988 in conjunction with the International Conference on Classification
Theory in the Computer Age, sponsored by the School of Information Sci-
ence and Policy, University at Albany, State University of New York, and
the Forest Press.-/-ors Mai Chan, Chair

Annual reports from the Preservation of Library Materials Section and Resources
Section will appear in the next issue.-Editor.

3 .

4.

5 .
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the first century of academic lrbrarianship.

o

The second century of
academic l ibrar ianshio beoins *
in Cincinnat i  on Apri l  5,  1959. * *  

*  
1 *

The celebration begins at the ACRL Fifth National Confer-
ence, Apri l  5-8, 19Bg in Cincinnat i ,  Ohio. The program fea-
tures major speakers from higher education, technology and
publishing. The best in library research will be presented by
over 50 contributed paper authors. Panel presentations,
smallgroup discussions, poster sessions, exhibits and pre-
conferences round out the conference.

There will be plenty of opportunities to meet old lriends
and new. Meet distinguished past ACRL presidents and
executive directors at a luncheon in their honor. And help
blow out the one hundred candles on the cake at the all-
conference receotionl

+  * +
* *  * +

*For conference information
contact:

Fifth National Conference
Association of College and
Research Libraries
50 East Huron Street
Chicago, lL 60611
(312) 944-6780, ext. 291
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Esther J. Piercy Award, 1988
Karen Markev

Fromlefi to right, MarionT. Reid, president of RTSD; Karen Markey, awardrecipient; and
D. Whitney Coe, 1988 committee clmir.

The last ten years of library history would not be the same if Karen
Markey had continued to pursue her education in art history. In that brief
time she has provided us all with some very useful tools-comprehensive
bibliographies on catalog use studies and the process of subject searching
in the library catalog; annual reviews of subject access literature; an online
training manual for the ERIC database; a groundbreaking study on subject
access to visual resources collections; and a landmark research project on
the Dewey Decimal Classification online. From the time she was a mas-
ter's student, research assistant, and doctoral student at Syracuse Univer-
sity School of Information Studies, through her time at OCLC's research
depaftment, and continuing into her few years as alibrary educator at the
University of Michigan School of Information and Library Studies, she
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constantly stimulated and assisted me as she has others who continue to ask
"Why can't we do better than that?"=- Pauline A. Cochrane, for the com-
mittee.
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Margaret Mann Citation, 1988
Ben R. Tucker

From lefi to right, Michael Fitzgerald, 1988 committee chair; Ben R. Tucker, award recipi-
ent; and Roben P. Holley, Cataloging and Classification chair.

Ask catalogers what librarian personifies descriptive cataloging and
most will name Ben Tucker, this year's recipient of the Margaret Mann
Citation. As a cataloger at the Library of Congress and as its chief for de-

Ben came to the library as an intern in 1959 with a degree in classics
from Birmingham-Southern College and a master's in library science from
the University of North Carolina. After one year's experience on a book-
mobile and a stint in the reference room at UNC, Ben fully expected to
work as a reference librarian, but his experiences with the joys of original
cataloging plus the rigors of working in LC's main reading room during
the Christmas rush redirected his interest. He joined the LC Romance Lan-
guages Unit of the Descriptive Cataloging Division where he quickly be-
cam-e absorbed in the intritacies of bibliographic description. Ben is fond
of telling how he and another young cataloger wisely decided that series
were not important enough to justiff all the trouble they caused, so they
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went to Principal Descriptive Cataloger Olivia Faulkner to propose that
they be dropped from cataloging. Alas, she didn't accept their suggestion.

ln 1962, Ben was transferred to the newly created South Asian Lan-
guages Section (SALS) to help train its staff. When it was decided that
SALS would handle serials. he was detailed to the Serials Section. Eventu-
ally he became SALS' cataloging expert and in 1966 was named assistant
head. In 19@,he took his first trip outside the U.S., a vacation in India.

lnl967 , Ben was named to join Principal Descriptive Cataloger Marion
Schild and Paul Winkler in presiding over the introduction of the new
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules. Because of superimposition, the im-
pact was minimal, and no formal training was given. Ben stayed on to as-
sist the principal cataloger after Paul Winkler was named to that position in
1968. As Diane Humes recalls, "Ben was very helpful to those of us who
were too timid to approach the great principal cataloger himself. He was
always approachable, and would gladly come to the cataloging section so
that catalogers as well as section heads would be able to ask questions and
hear the answers. "

Formal documentation of LC descriptive cataloging decisions and prac-
tices began then-now the Library of Congress Rule Interpretations and
Descriptive Cataloging Manual. As Ben tells it, they got started in 1968
because the assistant chief of shared cataloging demanded that Paul

of many engagements in which Ben explained LC policies and practices to
other libraries. (Ben confessed he was terrified-it was a breakfast meeting
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ities. He was instrumental in working out argeements on the revision of
AACR2 chapter nine on computer files. He and his staff carried out much
of the actual textual work of the recent revisions of the Internntional Stan-
@rd Bibliographic Descriptions. In addition, he played a major role in the
final decisions on the nature ofthe changes included in the 1988 revision of
AACR2.

The growth of library automation, network utilities, and cooperative
cataloging have made LC and U.S. libraries interdependent in ways none
could have expected. Agreement on cataloging rules and ptactices has be-
come a sine qua non. Ben's fluency in writing, his abiliry to explain com-
plex problems, his lack of rigidity in the application of cataloging rules,
and his friendships with catalogers have been major factors in the develop-
ment of the cooperative library environment in which we work today.-
Lucia J. Rather, for the committee.
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Resources Section-Blackwell North
America Scholarship Award, 1988
Joe A. Hewitt and John Shipman

From left to right, WiIIiamZ. Schenk, Resources Section chair; Sally Somers, 1988 commit-
tee chair; Joe A. Hewitt, award recipient; John S. Shipman, award recipient; and George
E. Buchanan, Bkrckwell Nonh America.

The Resources Section-Blackwell North America Scholarship Award
for 1988 has been presented to Joe A. Hewitt and John Shipman for their
publication "Cooperative Collection Development Among Research Li-
braries in the Age of Networking: Report of a Survey of ARL Libraries"
published inAdvances in Library Autonwtion and Networking, volume l,
1987. Presentation of the award was made at the RTSD membership meet-
ing held July 9, 1988, in New Orleans. The Scholarship award of $1,000
from Blackwell North America, Inc., was presented to the School of Infor-
mation and Library Science at the University of North Carolina-Chapel
Hill.

Although cooperative collection development is a topic frequently dis-
cussed among collection development officers, Hewitt and Shipman could
find little evidence to document current practices. To ascertain the level of
formal cooperative programs, they surveyed ninety-three ARL libraries.
Their well-researched article provides information about the nature and
scope ofcurrent practices and suggests that while research libraries report
a widespread acceptance of the "idea" of cooperative collection develop-
ment, there are formidable problems to be faced and resolved before these
programs can be fully accomplished.
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tion and Networking: A Research Annunl andhas published in Library Re-
sourc e s & Technicat Service s, Lib rary Ac qui sitions : Practice and Theory,
North Carolinn Libraries, American Libiaries, and College & Research
Libraries.

Theory.-Saily lA. Somers, Chair.
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Serials Section Bowker/Ulrich's
Serials Librarianship Award, 1988
Marjorie E. Bloss

From left to right, Izigh Yuster, R. R. Bowker Company; Ira Siegel, president of R. R.
Bowker Company; Clarlotta Hensley, 1988 committee chair; Marjorie E. Bloss, award
recipient; and Jean W. Fatington, Serials Section chair.

Marjorie E. Bloss is the recipient of the 1988 RTSD Serials Section-
Bowker/Ulrich's Serials Librarianship Award in recognition of her distin-
guished contributions to serials librarianship in the areas of holdings stan-
dards and union lists. The award was presented at the ALA Annual Con-
ference in New Orleans on July 9.

Bloss has been the manager for resource sharing of OCLC's Marketing
and User Services Division since December 1987. Her previous positions
include assistant director for technical services at the Illinois Institute of
Technology; project director for the Rochester Regional Library Council
Union List of Serials; and head of technical services, head of the serials
department, and serials cataloger at the Rochester Institute of Technology .
She received a master's degree in library science from Case Western Re-
serve University.

Bloss is a leader in the development of serials holdings standards and
union lists, gaining professional recognition for the importance of serials
resource sharing through her presentations, publications, and involvement
in national and international activities. She has presented papers about se-
rials holdings statements, union lists, and serials in microformats at na-
tional and regional conferences. She has wriften fourteen monographs and
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articles about international and national standards development, union
lists, and AACR2. Her professional contributions include membership on
the IFLA Section on Seiials Publications' working Group on union cata-

or other advances leading to better understanding of the field of _serials. "
Marjorie E. Bloss has bedn dedicated to the advancement of serials librari-
ansliip throughout her career and is indeed a worthy recipient of the fourth
aw ard.-Charlona C. Hensley, Chair.
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Resources & Technical
Services News:
The Library as Fublisher

Cecilia Piccolo

The proliferation of microcomputer software and hardware for desktop
rblishine offers unique ootential to libraries as its scope expands. Manypublishing offers unique potential to libraries as its scope expands. Many

of us are exoerimentins with librarv aoolications for these products. Be-of us are experimenting with library applications for'ith library applications for these products. Be-
and page-formatting features with which we areyond the

familiar, desktop includes products that can be created using a

nologies is an active area and that the ever-increasing speed and capacity of
microcomputers places publishing activities near or within the grasp of
many libraries. This column presents some product descriptions; I invite

growing set of related technologies. Specifically, microcomputer users
now have access to tools designed to capture text and images, to organize
databases of both text and images, and to record and store text and images

Cecilia Piccolo is Catalog Librarian at the University of Arizona, Tucson.
Note: this column is baied on information from press releases furnished by product man-

ufacturers and distributors. No attempt is made to be comprehensive, and mention is not an
endorsement by II?TS or RTSD.
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is $45,000.-- 
He*t"tt Packard offers the HP ScanJet desktop scanner, which accepts

full-page images with 300 by 300 dots-per-inch resolution in under twenty
r""ohdi each]This scanneican be adapted to operate with IBM PC/XT,
PC/AT, and PS/2 equipment and compatibles.

Compulink's LaserFiche 3000 Series System uses an optical scanner to store both text and

data on optical disks.
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Oncl'rtrznvc

libraries without acquiring additional hardware.
Organization is the focus of a CD-ROM production product created by

Hewlett Packard, HP LaseTRETNEZE This software package offers both
database-building software that indexes and structures the data and user-
interface software that permits searching by keyword, phrase, or through
browsing a table of contents. Tags are inserted in the data as it is input from
either printed or electronic sources. By reading these tags, the database-
building software can assist in constructing and indexing the database. Af-
ter proofing, a nine-track tape is produced that can be shipped to an appro-
priate vendor for mastering and duplication in CD-ROM format. The
organization of the database and the retrieval software permit Boolean
(AND/OR/NOT) search options, thesaurus displays, proximity search-
ing, and hierarchical browsing. Both full-text and graphics documents are
stored.
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as libraries to create and distribute products without having to develop a

APPLICATIONS

ini documents. Productdisk for subsequent inclusion in word-proc9!:lng 999up:1t*^' rrod,uct re-ql$K rul suuJltqugul lllt,luDluu rtt wvru-l,rvYvDoru6

q"ii.-"nttareanIBM!!or-gompStibie^,:125+4M;P9S1,..0.:t-lig$l:gulrgmclrls aIE ilrl lDrvr r\- \rl ut,rlrPs.wLw, J I

u=nO u CO-nOM drive. The list price of the disk is $395, with upgrades
available to owners of Version 1.0 for $100.

printed.' 
A, u final note, there are other applications that could be of particular
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interest to the budding writer/publisher in all of us: Bowker Electronic
Publisher is distributing Microsoft Corporation's Microsolt Bool<shelf, a
CD-ROM reference collection for the writer, retailing at$295. Bool<shelf
can reside peflnanently in a computer's memory, allowing the user to
move quickly between it and other applications, such as word processing.
With just a few keystrokes, one has access to the American Heritage Dic-
tionary, Roget's II: Electronic Thesaurus, The World Almarnc and Book
of Facts, Banlett's Familiar Quotations, The Chicago Manual of Style,
Houghton Mffiin Spelling Verifier and Corrector, Fonns and Lctters,
U.S. Zip Code Directory, Houghton Mffin Usage Alert, and Business lit-
formation Sources. Knowing that such a wealth of reference sources is
nearby may mitigate against that moment when-scanners, lexicons and
disks aside-silence descends as we stare at the ol' blank screen.

Contact: Marylyn Rosenblum
CompulinkManagementCenter (203)797-3233
350 S. Crenshaw Blvd.

Bowker Electronic Publishing
245 W. lTth St.
New York. NY 10011
(2r2\ 337-6989

Ste. A 106
Torrance, CA 90503
(2r3) 212-6820
Contact: John D. Ford
(2r3\2r2-LrNK

Custom Computer Specialists
lTT5Express Dr. North
Hauppauge, NY 11788
(sr6) s82-66e9
Contact: Joan Reiss

Disclosure Incorporated
5161 River Rd.
Bethesda, MD 20816
(301) 951-1300
Contact: Michael Rittmann

Eyring Library Systems
6918 S. 185 West
Midvale, UT UM7
(801)  561-1111
Contact: Christine L. Kirbv

Grolier Electronic Publishing
Sherman Tumpike
Danbury, CT 06816
QO3)797-}sOO

Hewlett-Packard Company
Inquiries
19310 Pruneridge Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
Or call the HP sales office in your
white pages.

Pergamon Compact Solution
Headway House
66-73 Shoe Ln.
London EC4P 4AB
U.K.
o1r.44.r.377 .4918
Contact: Jeremy Rosie

Translmage Corporation
Product Information Center
910 Benicia Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 7334111
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Annual Review of Information Sci-
ence and Technologlt.Y .22.Ed.by
Martha E. Williams. New York:
Elsevier, 1987 .437p. $69.50 (ISBN
O-4M-70302-2; ISSN W66-42O0).
LC 66-25096.

The latest volume of the Annual Re-
view of Information Science and Tech-
nology (ARIST) is the first to be pub-
lished by Elsevier. Following the
master plan for this series, it contains
three broad sections: Plannins Infor-
mation Systems and Servicei, Basic
Techniques and Technologies, and Ap-
plications. Some of the previous vol-
umes have added special sections or a
section on the profession.

The chapters in this volume are of the
high quality that we have come to ex-
pect from ARIST, especially under the
editorship of Martha Williams. The in-
troductions to each section do a marvel-
ous job of capturing the essentials of
each chapter. ARIST is so solid and so
well edited that. unless one is in a revi-
sionist mood. there is little for a re-
viewer to do but list the chapters and

mention which are more excellent than
the others.

The first section, Planning Informa-
tion Systems and Services, consists of
one chapter, "Economics of Informa-
tion" by Aatto J. Repo. This is a read-
able summary of an important but ne-
glected area.

The second section, Basic Technolo-
gies and Techniques, features a supe-
rior chapter on artificial intelligence by
Linda C. Smith. This is an update to a
chapter she did in the 1980 volume of
ARIST. She defines the terms used in
artificial intelligence, details points of
intersection with information retrieval,
and discusses specific applications of
expert systems to libraries, including
cataloging and reference work.

A chapter on statistical methods in
information science-a first for
ARIST-is an outstanding review arti-
cle offering sound advice on choosing
the right method for a particular prob-
lem.

The second section is rounded out
with chapters on natural language pro-
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cessins. retrieval techniques, and the
manag-ement of electroniC image infor-
mation.

ble for its recognitionof the importance
of the online catalog and the role it can
play beyond traditional catalog func-
tions.

formation to become an active provider
of services that are valued and re-

surprised at the damage inflicted on the
hinees of the case.

Iioweuer. the content is excellent.
This book has much to offer all librari-
ans and it deserves to be read.-
William Gray Potter, Arizona State
University, TemPe.

Women in LC's Terms: A Thesaurus
o.f Library of Congress Subiect
Fleadings Relating to Women. BY
Ruth Dickstein, Victoria A. Mills,
and Ellen J. Waite. Phoenix, Ariz.:
Orvx. 1988. 221P. $28.50 (ISBN 0-
g9i 7 aaa4-6\. LC 87 -347 66.

Women in LC's Terms: AThesqurus
ofLibrary of Congress Subiect Head'
inss Relatins to Women contains more
thin 3,500 sirbiect headings and "see"
references useil by the Library of Con-

sress (LC) for women and women's is-
ines. in the introduction, the authors
define their criteria for selection of
terms and provide examPles of the
tvDes of headines included, as well as
tirbse excluded.-The volume is intended

those volumes to find any scope notes
or broader term (xx)/related term (sa)
links associated with a heading. This
interdependence with LCSH is clearly
stated in the introductory notes. An-
other imPortant reason for cross-
checkins is that most of the headings
were selicted from the 1983 microfiche
uodate of LCSH, ninth edition. Al-
tlioush they have been supplemented
by hEadings beginning with the word
'iwomen"*from the tenth edition and
bv terms meeting the criteria for selec-
tion from LC's eataloging Service Bul-
lefin, no.24-33, new or more current
forms could be missed without this ad-
ditional step. The introduction to
Women in LC Terms also includes a de-

tion of these conventions.



The subject areas correspond to the ar-
rangement found in another important
textof women's studies terms. AWom-
en's Thesaurus, which contains non-
LC headings. This device should be
quite helpful to researchers working
with a varietv of indexes.

Each of th6 subject-oriented chapters
begins with an eiplanatory note on the
appropriate usage ofthe headings and a
list ofthe applicable free-floating sub-
divisions, providing more direction for
the researcher or librarian. Women in
LC's Tetms also contains five appen-
dixes, listing subdivisions and LC call
numbers assigned to women and topics
relating to women.

llomen in LC's Terms is a special-
ized tool that requires a certain degree
of sophistication of its users. For those
individuals who are knowledgeable in
women's studies or in subject catalog-
ing, this guide will be quite beneficial
in guiding their research.-Melissa A.
Laning, Universiry of Louisville, Ken-
tucky.

What Is User Friendlv? Ainic on Li-
brary Applicationi of Data Proc-
essing: 1986. H. by F. W. Lancas-
ter .  Urbana-Champaign,  I l l . :
Graduate School of Librarv and In-
formation Science. Univ. df lHnois
at Urbana-Champaign, 1987. l2lp.
$15 (ISBN o-87845-a72-6; ISSN
0069-4789).

Readers who do not alreadvknow the
answer to the question "What is user
friendly?" will probably still be won-
dering when they finish reading this
book. These papers, originally pre-

meant by the term, mucl less whether
libraries have achieved a desirable
level of it.

Given the current steamroller pace of
library automation that is likely to in-
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clude most people, anyone interested in
examining the various aspects of "user
friendly" systems would be well ad-
vised to take a look at this book. What it
lacks in terms of clear or consistent def-
initions it makes up by covering vari-
ous issues, including microcomputers'
potential as an alternative to stand-
alone and integrated library systems;
the role of microcomputers in auto-
matic translation for online information
retrieval systems; efforts to build user
friendly integrated library systems; the
psychological underpinnings of the
user friendly concep! semantic barri-
ers to achieving user friendly systems;
aspects ofuser interfaces in online cata-
logs; developments in natural language
processing that are likely to have an im-
pact on systems in the future; and an as-
sessment of where we are now as far as
user friendly technology is concerned.

Like most proceedings, the papers
tend to be uneven: a couple are really
outstanding, another couple might be
considered marginal, and at least one is
downright user hostile (i.e., loaded
with the kind of technical jargon that
most of the papers suggest eschewing).
Among the more appealing of these pa-
pers are Emily Fayen's "User Inter-
faces for Online Library Catalogs,"
which offers some logical do's and
don'ts as well as suggested topics for
additional research (these should be
noted by those now beginning to use
CD-ROMs and online catalogs in refer-
ence); Christine L. Borgman's "To-
ward a Definition of User Friendly: A
Psychological Perspective, " which re-
views the mental, information-
processing, and individual differences
models and their applicability; and
David Tolliver's "Design Issues," a
succinct analysis of the functions auto-
mated translation programs must per-
form.

Librarians currently engaged in im-
plementing automated library systems
will want to purchase this book, as will
those responsible for building library
science collections.-Richard P. Jas-
per, University of Michigan, Ann Ar-
bor.
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Library and Archival Disaster: Pre-
paredness and Recovery. Produced
by Bib l ioPrep Fi lms.  Chicago:
American Library Assn., 1988. 2I-
minute video plus l7-page work-
book (VHS, Beta,  3 l+") .  $125
(rsBN 0-8389-2084-5).

This videotape, copyrighted in 1986,
is the same tape previously issued by
BiblioTech. The accompanying work-
book, coauthored by Richard F. Young
and David J. Tinsley, has been slightly
revised.

The emphasis is on prevention ofand
planning for fire and water emergen-
cies. Salvage techniques for wet paper
and film are demonstrated briefly,
along with important illustrations of
what not to do. The presentation is
clear and accutate but not comprehen-
sive. Viewers are referred to consul-
tants for more information.

The videotape is professionally pro-
duced, with quality picture and sound,
but the format is essentially an illus-
trated lecture. The dramatic potential
of the medium, therefore, is not fully
realized. Simulated disaster situations
and more demonstrations of recovery
techniques would have been more valu-
able and interesting than the stilted
background action that accompanies
reading ofthe script.

The typescript manual/workbook is
easy for any size and type oflibrary to
use in producing a workable disaster
plan. Lists of supplies and contacts
make it a practical reference tool, al-
though a bibliography would have
made it even more useful.

The major revisions in the manual
are inthe "Resources," section, which
lists companies and consultants who
can provide emergency services. Ad-
dresses and phone numbers have been
updated, and a few narnes have been
added or deleted. Other revisions are
minor grammatical changes.

The tape could be used as part of a di-
saster preparedness training program
in conjunction with a live demonstra-
tion of recovery techniques. it should
not be the sole source of information
for someone actually trying to cope

with an emergency.
This is an expensive package for the

amount of information it contains. The
same material could just as effectively
and much more cheaply been offered in
book format. Recommended for com-
prehensive preservation collections.
Others are referred to the many books
and articles on disaster planning in the
library litenture. - Martha Hans com,
Universiry of lAyoming, Iaramie.

Remote Access to Onhne Catalogs in
ARL libraries. Systems and Proce-
dures Exchange Center, Klt #I42.
Washington, D.C.: Office of Man-
agement Studies, Association of Re-
search Libraries, 1988. 166p. pa-
per ,  $29 + $5 postage ( ISSN
0160-3582).

Here we have a state-of-the-art
glimpse of the remote access facilities
of fifty-four ARL libraries, culled from
their responses to a survey. The authors
define remote access as availability to
online catalogs of terminals or micro-
computers with modems and thereby
exclude hard-wired terminals and dedi-
cated lease lines. The book begins with
the survey instrument, summarizes its
f,rndings in percentages, and lists the
participating libraries. Then, using ma-
terials supplied by the libraries, the
book is divided into three major sec-
tions: materials for instruction of re-
mote access users, materials to assist in
using remote access facilities, and ma-
terials related to remote access man-
agement. The book concludes with a
selected reading list on remote access.

No library's methods and materials
for remote access emerge as the stellar
model for remote access programs.
Confronted with this barrage of infor-
mation in graphs, charts, tables, out-
lines, and questionnaires, the reader
must determine its relative usefulness
from the standpoint ofhis or her expec-
tations for remote access. The survey
instrument highlights the most vital
concerns of remote access with ques-
tions on communication speed, hours
of availability, length of sessions, ex-
tent of remote access use. and statistical
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reports generated by remote access
use. User assistance programs supplied
by twelve universities detailing their
dial-in log-on procedures, required
software, communication parameters,
and trouble-shooting hints present
many varied approaches to the creation
of user assistance materials. The for-
mats for user input in the management
section, including sample menus from
Michigan State and user suggestions
from the State Universitv of New York
at Albany, more logicaily belong in a
section other than management. North
Carolina State's well-irganized pro-
posal for remote access stipulating
early determination of lines available,
types of lines, and estimated number of
ports illustrates the thorough planning
required for these proposals.

It is not stimulating reading, of
course, but the volume does what it
purports to do: charts the course for li-
braries planning their own remote ac-
cess programs from the planning
through the implementation and up-
grading stages.-Rabert T. Ivey, Mem-
phis State University, Tennessee.

Hebraica Cataloging: A Guide to
ALA/LC Romanization and De-
scriptive Cataloging. Prepared by
Paul Maher, Washington, D.C.:
Cataloging Distribution Service, Li-
brary of Congress, 1987.72p. pa-
per, $15 (ISBN 0-8444-0567-1). LC
87-600162.

Prepared as an LC in-house training
manual, this slim paperback performs a
heroic service in bringing order to the
descriptive cataloging of the most un-
ruly and most difficult to catalog corner
of modern publishing: Hebraica (mate-
rials in Hebrew script) and especially
its huge subset Judaica (materials on re-
ligious subjects). Problems connected
with romanization, non-Gregorian dat-
ing, and the idiosyncrasies of Hebrew
and Yiddish personal nomenclature are
familiar to all catalogers of these
materials-problems too specialized to
be addressed, in most cases, by the
Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules
and Library of Congress Rule Interpre-
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tations. Maher's work provides con-
venient access to microinterpretations
followed by LC in dealing with the
most vexing of these problems. In read-
ing this handbook, catalogers ofHebra-
ica will often find that their own inter-
pretations of the rules in question differ
irom LC practice, and they may even
wish to challenge some of LC's solu-
tions as Maher outlines them. TheY
will. however share this reviewer's

contribute to automated bibiliographic
databases. Among questions of inter-
pretation addressed here, perhaps the
most relevant concern abbreviations;
recording of imprint data, especially
publication, printing, and copyright
dates; and thebrganization of multivol-
ume commentaries on sacred or legal
texts. Catalogers have wasted count-
less hours floundering over treatment
of such problems, frnding their owl so-
lutions in cases where the rules and rule

standards such as those provided by
Maher's work, the goal of a unique de-
scriptive cataloging record for every
bibliographic item cannot be achieved.
By presenting a workable and compre-
hensiUte standard, even ifthat standard
is less than ideal in all its detaih, He-
braica Cataloging brings catalogers of
materials in Hebrew many steps nearer
to sharing consistent descriptive prac-
trces.

One of the most valuable features of
the book, for those who wish their cata-
losing to conform to LC's at all possi-
bl6 p6ints, is its bibliography of refer-
enc-e materials that LC considers
authoritative. Another bonus is the fact

that even Maher's driest passages on
the history of internal procedures,
thoueh thev contain little to interest cat-
alosirs outside LC, sometimes shed a
wel-come light on hitherto mysterious
LC practices.

Manv passages in the text of this
-unuaf. hbwev6r, would be more help-
ful if thev were further clarified. In the
sections- on authority work particu-
larlv, amplification is required. Be-
cause much of the most useful informa-
tion in the volume is presented in the
form of comments on rule interpreta-
tions. a more detailed table of contents
or an index would make the material
easier to use. Maher expresses the hope
that future editions of Hebraica Catq-
toging will contain expansions and re-
viiions; all catalogers who benefit from
this first version will look forward to
further enlightenment'-Joan C.
Bietla. Princeion University, New Jer-
sey.

The Nature of Information. BY Paul
Young. New York: Praeger, 1987.
r92p. $32.85 (ISBN 0-275-92698'
2) .LC87-69s3.

This is not a book that would have
been reviewed in this journal in the
oast. Althouqh it is about the nature of
information,-neither library nor infor-
mation science are mentioned even
once in the text. By reading it, how-
ever, one may better understand to-
day's fascination with a widely used
concept of information.

Of interest to librarians is Young's

maffer. In the study of psychobiology
and neurosciences, information is
viewed as mental activit ies that, '
through electrochemical changes in
nerve cells, influence everything from
coenition to emotion.

6ne of the purposes of the book is to
"discover a mind-body connection
grounded in scientific thought instead
of primal myth" (p.xi). By viewing the



universe as an all- inclusive mass-
energy system, Young hopes to free the
understanding of mind from metaphys-
ical speculations about it.

In this model the universe is seen as a
self-organizing, self-regulating sys-
tem; everything in it is either an object
(i.e., a form) or a process (i.e., en-
ergy). Form is a shape, a structure, of
anything in the world, while energy is a
capacity to change forms. Information
is described as a formative principle
present in any interaction between
mass-energy systems, "imbuing"
form to objects. By stimulating
changes withinthe structure of any sys-
tem, it creates wavelike effects, which,
in turn, communicate changes to the
components of that system. The flow it-
self is a duplication of forms resulting
from mass-energy systems resonating
with one another, generating new pat-
terns of energy and information, and
thus creating new meaning.

Mind is described as an umbrella
term covering all inner experiences of
living organisms such as sensations,
perceptions, feelings, volitions, and
consciousness. Each experience is en-
coded in a brain in a shaoe of forms. to-
gether providing a holisiic cognition of
the total mass-energy systems acquired
by each individual. However, since no
one person can ever experience total re-
ality, her or his perception ofit is, in ef-
fect, an illusion.

The theme of this book is of value to
writers in the philosophy of librarian-
ship, who study information from
metaphysical and empirical view-
points. The former focus on informa-
tion as nonphysical concepts (ideas);
the latter side with scientific interpreta-
tions of information as mechanistic
processes or items processes (physical
data), similar to Young's definition of
this phenomenon in mass-energy
terms.

The form dependency of contempo-
rary scientific theories raised the sig-
nificance of information to the status of
indispensable yet undefined force,
which together with equally abstract
concepts of energy and electricity
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shapes everything. Young's book re-
flects this trend. Similady, new univer-
sity interdisciplinary programs in in-
formation science are being developed
on the proposition that information is
the content of not only brain processes
but also its product-the electronic,
print, and nonprint physical records.
Such programs encompass practically
all disciplines from artificial intelli-
gence to zoology, shifting the focus of
subject matter from a preoccupation
with information content and meaning
to a study of decision making and infor-
mation management. The interest in
these programs is primarily in a study
of information as behavior-changing
processes and their practical applica-
tions. On the other hand, librarianship
focuses on understanding behavior-
driven needs for information and its
provision to individual patrons; both
approaches view information in the
context ofa scientific explanation ofits
biophysical nature. In this sense,
Young's book ought to be of interest to
library educators, researchefs, and the-
oreticians and is recommended to all
academic and larger public libraries.-
Joseph Z. Nitecki, State University of
New York at Albany.

The Smaller Academic Library: A
Management Handbook Ed. by
Gerard B. McCabe. The Green-
wood Management Collection.
Westpor t ,  Conn. :  Greenwood,
1988. 380p. $49.95 (ISBN 0-313-
25027 -8; ISSN 0894-2986). LC 87 -
23655.

McCabe has compiled The Smaller
Academic Librarv as a handbook for li-
brarians who "work or plan to work in
. . . academic libraries that serve insti-
tutions with average enrollments rang-
ing from a few hundred to about 7,500
students." He has arranged thirty
chapters into seven categories: general
administration, personnel, budgets and
finance, collections, user programs and
services, technical services, and physi-
cal plant. Most contributors have sup-
plied references for further reading,
and the final chapter, "The Smaller
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Academic Library," is a bibliogiaphic
essay. Of the thirty-six authors, thirry-
three are from smaller academic li-
braries, but only eight are women.

It is difficult to meet an objective of
providing information to both practic-
ing and future librarians because of dif-
ferences in experience. This handbook,
therefore. will be usefrrl to librarians
who hope to join small academic li-
braries or to librarians already in them
who seek basic discussions of areas
outside their expertise. There are ex-
ceptions, such as Fred M. Heath's
chapter, "Administrative Styles," a
succinct summary of relevant organiza-
tional administration literature that will
be of value to all librarians. As in manv
multiauthored works, style and tone ar'e
uneven and the content overlaps, espe-
cially concerning budgets, collection
management, personnel, and user edu-
cation.

Although the topics covered should
concern academic librarians, of panic-
ular interest to librarians who hope to
specialize in technical services are
chapters about archives, automation,

bibliographic control, booksellers,
budgets, collection management, facil-
ities, integrating services, networking,
and periodicals. Susan Grigg's chap-
ter, "Archives Administration," is an
especially good overview. Missing
from this handbook are in-depth treat-
ments of materials preservation issues,
with which all academic librarians
must cope, and an emphasis on devel-
oping procedures for protecting collec-
tions in emergencies.

The Smaller Acq.demic Library pro'
vides basic discussions about many
topics of current interest that may be
read individually or sequentially. Li-
brarians should purchase it as a hand-
book for reference in small academic li-
braries and for l ibrary school
collections. The paper used in the book
complies with the ANSI/NISO Perma-
nent Paper Standard (239.48- I 984). -
Charlotta C. Hensley, University of
Colorado. Boulder.

Tapping the Govemment Grapevine:
The User-Friendly Guide to U.S:
Gove mment Information Sourc e s.
Bv Judith Schiek Robinson. Phoe-
nix, Ariz.: Oryx, 1988. 193p. $36
( ISBN 0-897'74-179-X);  paper,
$24.50 (ISBN 0-89774-520-s). LC
87-28215.
When I first began reading Tapping

the Government Grapevine, I was sur-
prised and amazedto frndthat a volume
dealing with government information
sources could be interesting and read-
able.

Chapters focus on the Government
Printing Office, depository libraries,
regulations, judicial information
sources, etc. In addition to these well-
written chapters, Robinson provides
the reader with excellent introductory
chapters and special sections on such
current topics as accessing information
the government may have filed about
yourself and nonprint and primary
source materials available from gov-
ernment agencies. The final two chap-
ters on foreign and international docu-
ments and administering government
document collections are contributed
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by other authors. Robinson concludes
each chapter with "Freebies" : sources
for free information/publications about
the topic; addresses and telephone
numbers of organizations, publishers,
and government agencies mentioned in
the text: and reference and further
reading.

The section I found most interesting
focused on access to government infor-
mation, including a discussion of the
Freedom of Information Act and the
Privacy Act, two topics covered only
peripherally in other texts such as
Morehead's Introduction to United
States Public Documents or Nakata's
From Press to People, both now out-of-
print. The chapter on patents, trade-
marks, and copyrights was fascinating,
illustrated with historical and more
contemporary patent and trademark
cases ranging from Luther Burbank's
patent for a new variety ofpeach to the
patent for the board game Monopoly to
the registered trademarks for the Mor-
ton salt umbrella girl and the Ghostbus-
te.rs logo.

The discussion of seven common
problems associated with overcoming
barriers to documents should be re-
quired reading for all librarians. Rob-
inson contends that access to an already
complex system of government infor-
mation is further complicated by such
"barriers" as the lack of comprehen-
sive listings ofpublications in card cat-
alogs (or online systems), lack of visi-
bility, and the library's own ambiguity
about whether to place documents in
separate collections, integrate them, or
a little of both-all affecting search
strategies for librarians and patrons.

This volume is loaded with illustra-
tions, charts, diagrams, and summary
tables-all easy to interpret and handy
for quick reference needs. After read-
ing the book, I agree that Robinson's
approach is, in fact, "user friendly. " A
recommended purchase for classroom
use, for ready-reference needs, or for
reading and browsing as professional
literature.-Margie Epple, Rutgers
University, New Brunswick, New Jer-
sey.
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Preservati.on Planning Project Study
Team Final Repol. Pittsburgh, Pa.:
Univ. of Pittsburgh Libraries, 1987.
98p. OMS Publication No.PP14,
Nov. 1987. paper, $15 plus $5 post-
age. Available from the Office of
Management Studies, Association of
Research Libraries, 1527 New
Hampshire Ave. NW, Washington,
D .C .20036 .
The Office of Management Studies

(OMS) of the Association of Research
Libraries (ARL) is a source of library
information that I think is not used
enough by most librarians. A main
component of the strength of their work
is the directed self-study, a technique
OMS has advocated and fine-tuned to
address many library problems: the
Preservation Planning Program (PPP)
was begun in 1981 using this approach
for the topic of preservation. Since that
time, fourteen institutions undertaking
PPP have made their final project re-
ports available through OMS. One re-
cent report, from the University of
Pittsburgh Libraries, was finished in
November, 1987. Based on the PPP
plan, the final report includes back-
ground study material and recommen-
dations of the thirty-five staff members
working in five major areas of concern;
collections conditions, environmental
conditions, organization and proce-
dures, resource/instruction, and disas-
ter (response) planning. The original
charge from the library director form-
ing the study group, reproduced in the
report, included some assumptions tlrat
would delineate the planning of a pres-
ervation effort during the fourteen
months of work. These guidelines were
seemingly very restrictive but typical
of real situations; they represent the
kind of hard reality from which it is
sometimes difficult to develop new
programs. These assumptions include
the following: "Overall budget is to re-
main about the same. . . . Environ-
mental conditions in existing facilities
to remain the same. . . . Total staff
growth will be limited . . . [and] will
depend on existing stafffor a preserva-
tion program effort. " From this begin-
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ning, careful recommendations that
will work well with both the collections
andorganizational restraints, as well as
being in the realm of possibility, have
been developed. One and one-half
pages of executive sununary followed
by three pages of recommendations-
in priority order for implementation
over the coming five years in the five
areas of concern-are included in the
recommendation section of the final re-
port. For anyone just embarking on
pre,servation planning, the PPP in gen-
eral is a useful tool. and the final re-
ports from institutions completing the
program, including this report from
Pittsburgh, are usefirl reading. For the
comprehensive preservation reader,
the reports are interesting for the vari-
ety of approaches recommended for
relatively the same basic problems.-
Ann Swartzell, The New York State Li-
brary, Albany.

Presemation of Library Materials:
Conference Hel.d at the National Li-
brary of Austria, Vienna, April
7-10, 1986. Sponsored by the Con-
ference of Directors of National Li-
braries in cooperation with IFLA
and Unesco. Ed. by Merri ly A.
Smith. IFLA Publications, 40, 41.
New York: K. G. Saur, 1987.2v.
$70 (ISBN 3-598-21',770-6, 3-598-
2177 l-4, V.2). ISSN 034-6891.
Occasionally, conferences become

milestone events. Even if no direct
action may be attributed to the meeting,
it becomes a reference point for manv
future years. It seems that this confei-
ence and, subsequently, its published
papers will go this way, becoming solid
references for any number of discus-
sions for years to come. The meeting,
held at the National Librarv of Austria
in Vienna by the Conferenie of Direc-
tors of National Libraries in April
1986, provided recognition of the
worldwide importance and interest in
preservation; it also marked the begin-
ning ofthe IFLA (International Federa-
tion of Library Associations) Interna-
tional Core Programme for
Preservation and Conservation (PAC),
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with special host initiatives from the
Library of Congress, the Bibliotheque
Nationale, and the Deutsche Bucherei.

The two volumes of conference pa-
pers include eight major subject area
groupings, each headed by a useful ab-
stract and followed by summaries in
both German and French. For U.S.
preservation specialists, the interna-
tional scope and the directions indi-
cated are interesting as a source ofnew
outlooks: treatment/retention of news-
papers, mechanization of restoration
procedures, approaches and goals to
training, and the continuing discussion
of definition of the terms conservation,
preservation, and restoration. Regard-
ing the latter, it should be noted that,
thankfully, no single paper was de-
voted to defining terms, and most
speakers merely included their defini-
tion in introductory remarks; this was a
neat way of sharing the information and
not letting details fo semantics cloud
the discussion.

William Welch, LC, gives an over-
view of worldwide preservation policy,
with specific examples fromthe United
Kingdom, Japan, India, and the Gam-
bia, bringing to mind several new per-
spectives. The most interesting new
perspective toward planning for pres-
ervation, the second subject area, was
that from Michael Roper, U.K., on
"Policy for Format Conversion."
Warren Haas and Richard McCoy,
RLG, presented solid outlines of the el-
ements of a national preservation pro-
gram, including recent research library
activities and goals in preservation that
were similar to other articles in U.S. li-
brary literature; while a presentation
by Lourdes Blanco (director, Centro de
Conservacion, Biblioteca Nacional,
Venezuela) offered new views of con-
servation. Although outsiders might
view South American countries. or
even Spanish-language libraries, as
similar-enough to allow cooperation,
the case is made that. without common
background assumptions, there cannot
be common goals, which are necessary
for success (or perhaps even establish-
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ment) of regional conservation facili-
ties.

Other general topics included in the
two volumes are new technologies,
policy and training, reproduction, stor-
age and handling, and treatment and
environment. Presentations ranged
from an onslaught of detailed facts
(such as insect identifications in "Inte-
grated Pest Management") to more
general overviews of how things
should be done right. Closing remarks
by Rutherford Rogers (former director
of Yale University Libraries) surnma-
rize as succinctly as possible the mate-
rial covered in the entire conference:
also included in the closing is the paper,
"Recommendations of the Confer-
ence," which presents an agenda for
international action by the library com-
munity.

For the record, it should be noted that
the title pages of the volumes do not in-
dicate adherence to the ANSI perma-
nent paper standard or describe the
quality ofthe paper; this international
plan for preservation should then last
approximately 50 years. Read the plans
and ideas now, and pass themon.-Ann
Swartzell, The New York State Libram,
Albany.

Essential Guide to the Library IBM
PC. Volurne 11: Acquisitions Sys-
tems for Libraries.By Norman Des-
marais. Westport, Conn.: Meckler,
1988. 246p. paper, $29.95 (ISBN 0-
88736-185-4; 0-88736-080-7, set).
LC 85-10535.
One must give Norman Desmarais

credit for the tremendous amount of in-
formation he has gathered about ten li-
brary acquisitions systems that run on
IBM personal computers. He presents
this information by first describing in
general the functions any acquisitions
system should be expected to perform,

then by describing, in detail, each of
the ten systems in a chapter of its own,
followed by a "Conspectus" chapter in
which the ten systems are discussed to-
gether in terms of their common fea-
tures. Also included are a brief chapter
on systems designed to perform elec-
tronic ordering from book vendors and
an even briefer concluding chapter
speculating on future developments.

The problem with this book is that in
order to get anything out ofit you have
to read it.

Of course. one would not ordinarily
criticize a book for,this reason, but in
this case the information contained in
the book is probably much better suited
for presentation in tabular form than in
narrative form. As a matter of fact. the
last three pages of the "Conspectus"
chapter (in my opinion, the most valu-
able three pages in the book) consist of
a table listing the ten systems across the
top and the features desirable in acqui-
sitions systems enumerated down the
left margin. Under each system name,
an r appears whenever that system pro-
vides the feature on the left. This table
effectively summarizes the preceding
234 pages of text.

What is missing in both the table and
the text is valuable, qualitative infor-
mation that would aid the reader in
evaluating the systems described in the
book. Of course it is impossible to de-
scribe each system with the detail that
Desmarais uses without giving the pa-
tient reader some idea of the value of
the system, but again the reader must
plow through all that prose in the pro-
cess. While the author deserves praise
for not editorializing, a more evalua-
tive approach (as opposed to an almost
exclusively descriptive approach)
would have served at least this reader
better.-David T. Buxton, University
of Arizona, Tucson.
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